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“Go to the centre of the store, you'll find a lot of products processed elsewhere. And what's hurting is that we are actually buying a lot of food from elsewhere in the world with Canadian ingredients in them. We ship out wheat, beef, pork and buy it back in a bottle or a can at ten times the price.

*We need more investments. That, to me, is the weakest link we have*"¹

Sylvain Charlebois
Director, Agri-Food Analytics Lab Dalhousie University (April 17, 2020)
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Throughout this document, there are multiple global buyer profiles which are meant to provide a snapshot of the changing consumer trends in important export targets for Alberta.
1.0 Introduction

1.1 Overview of Calgary Economic Development
Calgary Economic Development (CED) works with business, government and community partners to position Calgary as the location of choice for the purpose of attracting business investment, fostering trade and growing Calgary’s workforce. CED has a mission to “collaborate to advance opportunities in achieving economic success, embracing shared prosperity and building a strong community for Calgary”.

One of CED’s focus areas for business development is the agribusiness sector. Agribusiness is the industry that encompasses farming and farming-related commercial activities, and includes businesses at all stages of the Agribusiness Value Chain.

1.2 Agribusiness Overview
Agribusiness is made up of all farming and farming-related commercial activities, across the Agribusiness Value Chain, from sourcing through sale. The industry can be organized in many different ways, but anchoring to a value chain helps depict the diversity of businesses in the industry. We see the Agribusiness Value Chain as comprised of six activities which brings a product to its final destination – consumption.

Figure 1 – Agribusiness Value Chain

1.3 Document Purpose
This Agribusiness Market Study was commissioned by CED to provide a detailed, fact-based review of the global and regional agribusiness market. Built upon both internal and available external data, it provides a broad-based information set for stakeholders to consider when identifying opportunities for the region in agribusiness, and forming a value proposition for Calgary and Southern Alberta in agribusiness moving forward.

This document takes an in-depth look at agribusiness subsectors and horizontals, leading global hubs in the space, and what is going on in our local region. It creates a foundation for future sector development by addressing the following questions:

- What is happening in the external agribusiness market?
- What do we need to know about the priority subsectors and horizontals we have developed?
- What can we learn from other global agribusiness hubs around the world in developing our own agribusiness ecosystem?
- What agribusiness activity is occurring in our regional market?
• What major market trends in agribusiness can Calgary and Southern Alberta capitalize on to grow this sector locally?
• What are the risks posed by this industry for our region?

Answering these questions and others through this market study should act as a catalyst to develop new ideas and opportunities for Calgary and Southern Alberta to capitalize on.

1.4 Document Exclusions
Prior to this report, CED started with four priority agribusiness subsectors and three priority agribusiness horizontals, which have been analyzed in-depth in this document. These subsectors are indicated below based on where they fall under the Agribusiness Value Chain.

![Figure 2 - Horizontals and Subsectors Analyzed in this Report](image)

There are many other subsectors and horizontals that make up the agribusiness industry, but this document is focused on those deemed most important by CED.

While this document provides a fact-based analysis of the agribusiness industry, it does not illustrate strategic options or provide specific strategic guidance. It is meant to inform future strategic decisions.
2.0 Subsector Analysis

CED has previously examined growing subsectors in the agribusiness industry, and identified the following as high-growth opportunities for consideration by Calgary and Southern Alberta: Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing; Crop Science; Animal Genetics; and Agricultural Food. This section looks at each of the subsectors and examines their fundamentals, emerging trends, major players, as well as required resources for the subsector to thrive. This analysis will inform a better understanding of these subsectors and provide consideration on how Calgary and Southern Alberta could potentially succeed in developing them. The specific North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes used to define each subsector can be found in the Endnotes section at the end of the report.

**Within each subsector, niche opportunities with high growth potential have been highlighted with this icon ☀️**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 3 – Subsectors Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The food, beverage, and meat processing industry mainly involves the process of transforming raw agricultural commodities to manufactured products ready for consumption or further processing.

Crop science refers to the development of new seeds and crops, with enhanced health, disease resistance, and yield capabilities. It includes the production of seed, soil, pesticides and fertilizer products.

Animal genetics refers to the production and sale of products related to veterinary health of animals for food and breeding. This sub-sector includes the collection, distribution and sale of animal genetics.

Agricultural food refers to the creation of primary commodities such as live animals and crops (without processing).

**Key Statistics**
- Estimated global market size of US$4.1 trillion by 2024
- Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 4.3% from 2019 to 2024
- C$112 billion in production value in Canada
- Accounts for 16.4% of Canadian manufacturing sector GDP

**Key Statistics**
- Global market size of US$65.1 billion for crop protection and $41.7 billion for commercial seed
- Crop protection market grew 6% in 2018

**Key Statistics**
- Estimated global market size of US$6.11 billion as of 2018
- Estimated CAGR of 4.9% from 2019 to 2026

**Key Statistics**
- Canadian farm market receipts of C$57.6 billion in 2016
- Average net worth per Canadian farm of C$2.8 million, as of 2015
2.1 Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing

Overview - Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing

The food, beverage, and meat processing sector is a fast-growing part of the industry. It mainly involves the process of transforming raw agricultural commodities into manufactured products ready for consumption or further processing. In Canada, the primary products in this sector are varied and include meat, dairy, grain and oilseeds, bakery and tortilla, fruit and vegetable preserving, specialty foods, animal food, sugar and confectionary, as well as fish and seafood.

The food, beverage, and meat processing sector is expected to have an estimated global market size of US$4.1 trillion by 2024, representing a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 4.3% from 2019 to 2024. This sector is highly significant to the Canadian economy, generating over C$112 billion in production value as the second largest manufacturing industry. The sector contributes C$28.5 billion to Canada’s GDP, and accounts for 16.4% of the manufacturing sector’s GDP.

Despite great significance to Canada’s economy, investment in this sector is lagging. Canada has 11,499 food, beverage, and meat processing facilities, of which 94.4% are small operations with under 99 employees. Capital investment as a percentage of sales has dropped by half from 1998 to 2016. The same decline is also happening to Canada’s R&D investment in this sector, both compared to itself over time (decline of 24% from 2008 to 2017) and compared to global competitors such as the United States and the Netherlands.

Trends - Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing

Given the imbalance between the importance of the subsector and the lack of Canadian investment, many in the industry are calling for the government to step-up efforts to address the gap to create a stronger culture of innovation. The Agri-Food Economic Strategy Table is an industry-government collaboration, focused on creating strategic advantages in the agriculture / food sector in Canada. They have set ambitious goals to enable Canada to become “one of the top five competitors in the agri-food sector, recognized as the most trusted, competitive and reliable supplier of safe, sustainable, high-quality agri-food products and an innovator in value-added products to feed the dynamic global consumer.” The Table has also announced plans to seize valued-added opportunities through technological advancement and innovation.

In addition to the overall positive outlook and desire to grow, a few emerging industry trends also exist:

- **Food Safety and Transparency:** In the foreseeable future, food processing will be increasingly driven by food safety and transparency. One recent major event in the food sector was the high profile romaine lettuce recall in the US in 2019, which was a reminder of how important food safety is. The industry needs to proactively create new solutions to ensure food safety and transparency to gain and maintain consumer trust.

- **Functional/Health Foods:** Functional foods will become a major growth source. Consumers today are very concerned about wellness. As a result, there is an increased consumer willingness to spend more on foods that fit their health requirements (e.g. weight loss, special diet, etc.)
• **Plant-Based Protein:** Demand for plant-based alternatives is growing. Many people are either adopting a vegetarian diet or adding plant-based meat products to their diet. According to research conducted by market research companies Nielsen and Spins, grocery sales of plant-based foods as a substitute of animal products have grown to US$5 billion the past two years, or up by 29%\(^{10}\).

• **Increased Automation in Processing:** In a study developed by Food Engineering, 22% of the surveyed organizations reported that they adopted advanced automation technologies to help manage rising labor costs and increase efficiency\(^{11}\). This trend will have profound impact on the bottom line and food quality/safety for food processing organizations.

• **Cannabis Products:** Cannabis food will play a bigger role. With legislation and consumer demand changes, many companies have started looking at adding cannabidiol (CBD) to food and beverage products. There is a desire among some consumers to consume food products that bring health benefits or reduce anxiety and stress levels. This trend is more relevant in Canada, US, and parts of Europe where laws permit personal-use cannabis products.

### Major Players - Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing

Below are the top industry leaders in the Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing subsector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Annual Revenue</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>US$93.46 billion(^{12})</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsico</td>
<td>US$67.16 billion(^{13})</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coca-Cola</td>
<td>US$37.26 billion(^{14})</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraft</td>
<td>US$25.00 billion(^{15})</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABInBev</td>
<td>US$52.33 billion(^{16})</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Required Resources in Any Region - Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing

Several requirements or key factors that contribute to the success of attracting food, beverage, and meat processors are identified as\(^{17}\):

• **Business guidance and support for new businesses.** The Ontario government published a guideline for new food, beverage, and meat processing companies in the province, which can be accessed on their website.
• **Funding.** This can come in the form of grants or tax credits from governments.
• **Space.** Adequate industrial space and industry-friendly zone.
• **Transportation.** Physical infrastructure and measures to support safe and cost-efficient transportation.
• **Industry Associations and Programs.** Food industry business infrastructure like programs to address labour/talent gaps, co-packing opportunities to help small businesses, and other industry-wide initiatives. This includes adequate communication and coordination between different agencies and jurisdictions over regulation, government lobbying, inspection etc.
• **Affordable Labour.** Affordable and available labour and a favourable labour environment.
• **Population Density and Proximity to Customers.** Certain agribusinesses (e.g. fresh meat processing) require proximity to a large number of customers to succeed in a region, as their products cannot be transported long-distance typically.

### 2.2 Crop Science

#### Overview - Crop Science
Crop Science refers to the development of new seeds and crops, with enhanced health, disease resistance, and yield capabilities. It includes the production of seed, soil, pesticides and fertilizer products. The current market size of this subsector is US$65.1 billion (crop protection) and $41.7 billion (commercial seed)\(^{18}\).

#### Trends - Crop Science
According to IHS Markit, the global market size of crop protection is US$65.1 billion as of 2018, up by 6% from the previous year. However, future growth is expected to be much slower. The commercial seed market experienced a slow growth in the same time period. Increasingly complex and strict regulation was one of the major factors affecting growth and innovation in this space\(^{19}\).

Specific subsector trends include:

- **Crop Protection.** Crop protection is one of the fastest growing areas in Crop Science. This is mainly driven by factors such as growing population, urbanization, and a changing climate. As a result of these factors, the amount of arable land has been decreasing, with less rural people working in agriculture. The impacts of climate change need to be strongly considered, as it creates uncertainty for crop yields, giving crop protection an increasingly important role\(^{20}\).
- **Increasing Chinese Market Presence.** There is a growing Chinese presence in this subsector, with leading Chinese organizations recently experiencing over US$12 billion in agrochemical sales. In 2017, Swiss pesticides and seeds giant Syngenta was taken over by China National Chemical Corporation (ChemChina) for US$43 billion to help improve China's domestic agricultural output\(^{21}\). The presence of Chinese state-owned and private organizations is growing quickly in this sector.
- **Industry Consolidation and Reshuffle.** Although the crop science sector has grown substantially in the past, the number of major players has actually decreased, due to intense consolidation activities.
The number of major agrochemical companies in the US and Europe dropped from 10 to 6 between 1990 and 2009 through M&A activities. As of today, there are 5 major players in this subsector, namely Bayer, DowDuPont (now Corteva), BASF, and Syngenta (now a part of ChemChina), and FMC. This was a response to poor business performance caused by increasingly strict regulation, growing R&D expense, and a number of other factors.

**Major Players - Crop Science**
The following organizations are the largest Crop Science companies in the world. Most of them have very strong presence in either Calgary or Canada.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Annual Revenue</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syngenta (ChemChina)</td>
<td>US$429.21 billion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASF</td>
<td>US$66.43 billion</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayer</td>
<td>US$48.77 billion</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corteva</td>
<td>US$13.85 billion</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMC</td>
<td>US$4.61 billion</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Required Resources in Any Region - Crop Science**
Crop science requires specialized talent and research capabilities, meaning that for crop science to thrive, it is important to have access to leading educational institutions with specific programming.

Crop science is also a capital intensive industry that is currently facing increasingly stringent regulations that are driving market uncertainty (the significant capital requirements are illustrated below in Figure 6). Because of this, organizations need to have strong operational viability to make new investments in the industry. A number of regional measures can be taken to improve operational viability, including:

- Strong funding support
- Insurance
- Policy friendliness
- Competition protection for small start-ups from major corporations

Calgary and Southern Alberta have many of these resources required for Crop Science to be successful, such as support programs and policies, and strong educational institutions.
2.3 Animal Genetics

Overview - Animal Genetics
Animal genetics refers to the production and sale of products related to veterinary health of animals for food and breeding. This subsector includes the collection, distribution and sale of animal genetics (e.g., embryos, semen, and live animals for breeding). The global animal genetics sub-sector had an estimated market size of US$6.11 billion in 2018.

Trends - Animal Genetics
Animal genetics is a fast-growing industry with an estimated CAGR of 4.9% from 2019 to 2026. The fastest-growing market is Asia Pacific whereas the largest market is still North America. In Canada, the volume of animal genetic exports (for breeding purpose) grew from ~310 million units to ~330 units between 2015 and 2019. Within these, purebred horse exports grew fourfold within 4 years, while hatching eggs export saw a growth of ~54%. In contrast, beef cattle export saw a drastic decline, from ~23 million units in 2015 to ~8 million in 2019. As of 2019, 33% of Canada’s animal genetics export products were dairy semen.

Some key factors that are driving the industry growth are:

- Growing population
- Rapid urbanization
- Growing preference for animal protein in emerging markets
- Adoption of progressive genetic practices (e.g. AI, embryo transfer)

Major Players - Animal Genetics
The animal genetics industry is relatively concentrated with a few major players dominating the market.
Figure 7 – Animal Genetics Major Players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Annual Revenue</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genus</td>
<td>£488.5 million&lt;sup&gt;36&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEOGEN</td>
<td>US$414 million&lt;sup&gt;37&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoetis</td>
<td>US$6.26 billion&lt;sup&gt;39&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrix Genetics</td>
<td>Private Company</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Required Resources in Any Region - Animal Genetics

The future of animal genetics will largely revolve around responding to global demand and adopting emerging technologies to improve product offerings. To meet these needs, top talent and research institutions are required for the industry to thrive in a region. In addition, affordable labour and techniques, and associated training programs and facilities will also contribute to the success of this sector.

### 2.4 Agricultural Food

#### Overview - Agricultural Food

Agricultural food refers to primary commodities such as live animals and unprocessed crops. According to the Government of Canada, Canadian farm market receipts were C$57.6 billion in 2016. The average net worth per farm in Canada was C$2.8 million as of 2015<sup>40</sup>. While an estimated growth rate is not available due to the huge size of the agricultural food market, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations projected that the annual growth rate of production and demand for agricultural commodities is 1.6%<sup>41</sup>.

#### Trends - Agricultural Food

With a growing world population and a corresponding increase in food demand, agricultural commodities play vital role in ensuring world food security. There are a few emerging trends that will fundamentally impact this sector:

- **Impacts of Urbanization.** Urbanization is both accelerating diet transitions in emerging markets and changing the types of employment in the sector. According to the United Nations, 68% of the world population is expected to live in urban areas by 2050<sup>42</sup>. This shift is particularly strong in
developing economies, including those in Asia and Africa. In highly urbanized areas, people consume a larger proportion of processed food and food with high nutrients. Consumption pattern changes also mean changes in sector employment: there will be a major shift from people working in primary agriculture to joining food processing, transport, vending, etc\textsuperscript{43}.

- **Bioenergy.** The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) has developed a global renewable energy roadmap, \textit{REmap 2030}, in an effort to drastically increase the share of renewables in the global energy usage\textsuperscript{44}. In the report, bioenergy is indicated to be the “single most important renewable resource” if all the other options have been successfully implemented by 2030. Bioenergy refers to the combustion of biomass in such forms as food, animal waste, and charcoal, and the production of biofuel from plants, making agricultural food a primary input into the production of bioenergy. By 2030, bioenergy could account for 60% of global renewable energy usage, or 20% of the global primary energy supply\textsuperscript{45}.

- **Increased Nationalization.** In recent years there has been an increasing effort by some international governments to increase nationalization and domestic production. Events such as Brexit, the US/China trade war, and the effort to bring manufacturing back to the US highlight how some countries are growing skeptical of the benefits of globalization. There is a risk that the international trade and exports of Alberta agriculture products may be impacted should this trend continue.

- **Implications of COVID-19.** Since the emergence of the COVID-19 situation, many countries started banning exports of key primary agricultural products. Russia, the world’s leading food exporter, announced a 10-day ban on buckwheat and rice. After that, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Vietnam, and Cambodia all followed suit, to some extent. Bans on food exports during times of global crisis are not new. A similar series of events occurred in 2008/09 during the financial crisis, further threatening global food security and supply chain\textsuperscript{46}. Primary agricultural products have an important role in food security within a country, and this becomes particularly relevant at time of crisis. The response to COVID-19 will continue to evolve in 2020 and beyond, but there are sure to be implications for the agribusiness industry in the coming years.

**Major Players - Agricultural Food**
Traditionally, the agricultural food market was dominated by large Western corporations (Archer Daniels Midland [ADM], Bunge, Cargill and the Louis Dreyfus Company, together commonly known as “ABCD”). Recently, a Chinese company, Cofco, joined the list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Annual Revenue</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cargill</td>
<td>US$113 billion\textsuperscript{47}</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>US$64.69 billion\textsuperscript{48}</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>US$36.5 billion\textsuperscript{50}</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Required Resources in Any Region - Agricultural Food
Abundant land mass, favourable climate (or supporting irrigation/greenhouses), and supporting infrastructure are the required resource for the success of primary agriculture industry. Well-functioning supply chains, business-friendly regulatory environments, and the presence of available and affordable workers are factors that will contribute to regional sector growth.

Calgary and Southern Alberta have the land mass and infrastructure required for success in this area. In order to be more competitive, the Region can create a more agribusiness-friendly regulatory environment.

2.5 Summary – Subsector Analysis
The four subsectors each have high growth potential, as compared in Figure 9 below. (Note that CAGRs + sources can be found throughout the subsectors section. The CAGR used for agricultural food is the rate of growth for commodities, and the CAGR for crop science is the rate for crop protection growth specifically).

![Figure 9 - Comparison of Subsector Growth Rates](image)

The subsectors all continue to be affected by emerging global trends, such as urbanization, the rise of developing economies, and climate change. At the macro level, the capability to address these challenges will define a region’s ability to tap into the global market of the next generation. From a micro perspective, trends creating specific growth opportunities include functional/health foods, plant-based protein, cannabis products, crop protection, purebred horses and hatching eggs, as well as bioenergy products and solutions.

In order for any subsector to grow and thrive in a region, the most commonly required resource is a concentrated effort to support subsector growth, such as business-friendly policies and programs. Funding and transportation play an important role in asset-heavy subsectors, such as Agricultural Food, and Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing, whereas access to talent, research capability, and training matter more for Animal Genetics. For Calgary and Southern Alberta to focus on developing an individual subsector, attention should be directed to ensuring that the applicable “required resources” are present to promote the growth of both existing and new players.
China has nearly 1.4 billion people to feed. As of 2014, 45.23% of China’s population live in urban areas, and that number continues to grow. China has 9.6 million km² of land and 3 million km² of offshore territory. As Alberta’s second largest trade partner, exports to China increased by 32.4% between 2017 and 2018, totaling C$2.6 billion. In the future, China will continue to play a growing role in Alberta’s agriculture exports due to its ever-growing population, strong economy, and fast urbanization.

**Consumer Trends**

China’s demand for agricultural products will continue to rise in the coming years due to supply pressure of agricultural products, growing demand from population increase and living standard improvement, and reduced motivation for domestic production. Some emerging trends influence consumer behaviours:

*Light Eating:* The low consumption of foods low in calories, sugar, and fat. Light eating a new Western trend catching on, but is also part of the traditional medicine philosophy that has become popular with the middle-class who is more conscious of health and lifestyle.

*International Brands:* Middle-class consumers who can afford higher prices of imported products are increasingly seeking products of established international brands, valuing “life quality” above price.

*Internet and Cross-Industry Cooperation:* Celebrity food attracts young demographics to consume food recommended by internet influencers. Some businesses have leveraged internet celebrities to promote their brands and products are no longer evaluated on quality and price, but on packaging and “story.”

**Relevance to Alberta**

Canadian ag products have strong reputation in China. Alberta should pay attention to emerging trends, customize products to better meet modern consumer demand, and capture value by growing value-add product exports and establishing partnerships, increasing presence, and telling a unique “Alberta story.”

**Market Risks**

*Political Risk:* The dynamic global political environment introduces a risk of Alberta’s agriculture exports to China being adversely affected. In 2018, after a high profile arrest of a Chinese national in Canada, China revoked an import permit for one Canada’s largest grain processors, causing concerns among Canadian producers. Political risks will continue and Alberta must be prepared.

*Cultural Risk:* Producers who would like to expand in China need to understand the importance of showing cultural respect to the market and consumers. Other high profile importers such as Dolce & Gabbana have offended the general public in China, leading to backlash and boycotts. D&G was essentially removed from the market (which buys 1/3 of global luxury products) and has not returned.
3.0 Horizontal Analysis

CED has identified several priority ‘horizontals’ which cut across agribusiness subsectors that Southern Alberta should focus on. These horizontals were selected based on their growing importance in agribusinesses and on Southern Alberta's potential in attracting businesses operating in these horizontals. Each horizontal cuts across each subsector analyzed in the prior section and should be considered in combination with those subsectors. This section looks at three focus horizontals: Agricultural Technology, Artificial Intelligence, and the combined grouping of Agri-finance, Agri-business, and Support Services.

Within each priority subsector, niche opportunities with high growth potential have been highlighted with this icon 🌐

### Figure 10 – Horizontals Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agricultural Technology</th>
<th>Artificial Intelligence (AI)</th>
<th>Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Agricultural Technology Icon" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Artificial Intelligence Icon" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Support Services Icon" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Agricultural technology (also called “agri-technology” or “agtech”) includes the development, design, testing, and production of specialized software and hardware to support core agriculture activities.
- AI’s application in agriculture includes the use of agricultural robots, predictive analytics (machine learning), and other advanced technologies and algorithms to increase the performance of agribusinesses.
- Agri-finance, business, and support services includes specialized financial, business, and consulting services that provide critical financing, business transactions, management, and investment that enables the agribusiness sector.

### Key Statistics

- **Agricultural Technology**
  - Global smart agriculture’s market size was US$5 billion in 2016; expected to grow to US$15 billion by 2025
  - Precision farming's market size is estimated to be US$7 billion in 2020; expected to grow to US$12.8 billion by 2025

- **Artificial Intelligence (AI)**
  - The global AI market produced US$584 million in revenue in 2018
  - Predicted CAGR of 38.3% going forward

- **Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services**
  - Agriculture banking market size of US$16 billion in the US; annual growth rate of 2.4% between 2014-2019
  - Agriculture insurance market size of US$32 billion worldwide; annual growth rate of 4.1% from 2021 to 2026
3.1 Agricultural Technology

Overview - Agricultural Technology
Agricultural technology (also called “agri-technology” or “agtech”) includes the development, design, testing, and production of specialized software and hardware to support core agriculture activities. As technology can apply to almost any area of agriculture, this horizontal can be considered a core enabler that crosses several sub-sectors. For example, technologies enable functions across the sector, including plant monitoring, product management, field monitoring, and biometrics.

Trends - Agricultural Technology
Growth in agtech has been significant. The global market size for Agricultural Technology was US$ 494.9 billion in 2018. It is expected to grow at a CAGR of 8.1% and become a USD 729.5 billion industry by 2023.

Specifically, two high-growth areas are:

- Smart Agriculture / Internet of Things (IoT). Internet of Things (IoT) is a key system that makes smart agriculture possible. It leverages internet connectivity to virtually link multiple devices (e.g. sensors) together and allows farmers to manage their farm digitally and centrally. The current global smart agriculture market was worth over US$5 billion in 2016, with an expectation to eclipse US$15 billion by the end of 2025; a cumulative annual growth rate of 13% between 2017 and 2025.
- Precision Farming. Precision farming refers to the use of information technology, GPS, drones and other technologies to make the practice of farming more accurate. It is expected to grow from US$7 billion in 2020 to US$12.8 billion by 2025.

The acceleration of the rate of industry adoption of agtech is likely to continue over the coming years. Opportunity exists today to take advantage of the growing ecosystem, increased available capital, and a growing interest by traditional players in the industry.

In developed markets, agtech adoption amongst those at the farm level continues to rise, led largely by the US. The rate of adoption varies, with immense opportunities in some areas. For example, adoption in the bulk crop production space is much more advanced than adoption in livestock and specialty crops.

Major Players - Agricultural Technology
Agtech contains dozens to hundreds of players across the horizontal, covering each component of the agriculture value chain. SVG Venture’s THRIVE publishes an annual list of the top-50 firms in agtech. The five largest (by employee count) of their top 50 firms, as outlined in the 2020 report, are outlined below.
Zymergen is an American biotech company. It uses automation, machine learning, and genomics to research, develop, and manufacture microbes for Fortune 500 companies.

Solinftec is a Brazil based digital agriculture company focused on using platform-agnostic software to improve farm management and forecasting.

Farmers Business Network (FBN) empowers growers to capture and analyze their own crop data using cutting edge methods that include drones, mobile apps, embedded sensors and ground cameras.

Plenty is an American indoor vertical farming company. It develops and maintains proprietary vertical farming systems that enable farmers to increase crop yields. Plenty locates their operations near city centres to ensure the freshest produce makes it to customers.

Indigo is an agtech company based in Boston. It provides a broad range of services that connect buyers, growers, and carriers, as well as supporting the transition of growers to more carbon efficient farming and regenerative farming.

**Current Geographic Hubs - Agricultural Technology**

While some hubs take a broader approach, agtech specialization can enable smaller ecosystems to outperform larger ecosystems in terms of start-ups created by the investment dollars attracted. St. Louis provides a prime example of this: by building from existing expertise of research institutions, universities, and large corporations to develop innovation infrastructure, St. Louis has been able to build a reputable specialization at the nexus of agriculture, medicine, and health care.

For a deeper look at two of the strongest agtech hubs in the world (Salinas and St. Louis), refer to section 4 of this report on Global Agribusiness Hubs.

**Agricultural Technology - Market Risks**

**Adoption Slows:** Farmers face a challenging financial environment related to low crop prices, elevated debt, and stagnating farm income. International trade wars have further exacerbated these concerns by changing the dynamics of the market. Should this continue, farmers are likely to be more cautious with how they deploy capital, including on technology-based solutions.

**Connectivity:** In developed and developing markets alike, rural connectivity continues to be a challenge. While satellite connectivity and low-powered wide area networks have improved the situation, there remains significant bandwidth challenges that present a hard obstacle to the use of agtech for many farmers.
Incompatibility of Solutions: As the number of competitors and offerings in the market increases, the needs for standards and improved compatibility will become essential. Handled incorrectly this risk may necessitate industry or government collaboration, or it may form a barrier to continued adoption of agtech.

Cybersecurity: As with any connected devices, cybersecurity and data will become increasingly significant risks. Some farmers may shy away from technology should high-profile breaches occur.

**Most Applicable Subsector - Agricultural Technology**

Agricultural Food, Food Processing, and Animal Genetics. Agtech is applicable to most subsectors. Its predominant usage is on Agricultural Food, where the technologies enable plant monitoring, product monitoring, animal biometrics, etc. Technology has also helped the Animal Genetics sector through new gene transfer biotechnologies, in-vitro production, and cloning and sexing of embryos. In Food, Beverage, and Processing, robotics and machines are helping food processors create efficiency and ensure safety.

**Required Resources in Any Region - Agricultural Technology**

As demonstrated by the world’s largest agtech hubs, building momentum behind agtech requires a number of key components:

- **Early-stage funding:** Availability of government grants, endowments, and venture capital funding is critical to bringing innovators and entrepreneurs to a region
- **Access to business support and facilities:** Having a support structure in place, including service providers and government agencies, enables large agtech organizations and entrepreneurs to focus on the core of what they do
- **Access to networks:** Creating natural networking opportunities allows agtech companies to meet funders, partners, and potential customers
- **Customer accessibility:** As with access to networks, it's critical to create or ensure a potential base of viable customers in the market to attract agtech companies
- **Availability of talent:** Perhaps more than any other horizontal, the availability of experienced research and technology talent can make or break an agtech hub. Early stage agtech organizations are looking for leading talent to help them make the next leap; without that talent, they are likely to go elsewhere
- **Long-term commitment:** It’s important that a region expresses a long-term commitment to agtech, including building the appropriate infrastructure (labs, hubs, districts, etc) and setting appropriate regulatory conditions.
- **Major players and critical mass:** The existence of major players in a region can often attract more companies, talents, and investment into the region.
3.2 Artificial Intelligence

Overview - Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the imitation of human behaviour by machines. Its application in agriculture includes the use of agricultural robots, predictive analytics (machine learning), and other advanced technologies and algorithms to increase the performance of agribusinesses. Examples include weather impact prediction, crop management, disease/pest identification, task automation, crop and soil monitoring, etc.

AI helps farms improve efficiency and outcomes across their operations. Its most popular usage in agriculture is precision farming, given the increasing desire from the agrarian community to optimize yield outcomes with minimal cost.

Trends - Artificial Intelligence
One of the fastest growing areas of agribusiness, the global AI market produced US$584 million in revenue in 2018 and is estimated to grow with a CAGR of 38.3%.

Canada has embraced the AI trend at a national level. In 2019, Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada invested C$49.5 million in funding in the Canadian Agri-Food Automation and Intelligence Network (CAAIN), an industry network focused on accelerating digitization and automation for the agriculture industry in Canada.

Globally, there are a few emerging trends in this space:

- **Crop yield optimization using machine learning to manage climate change.** Scientists have used deep learning algorithms to successfully determine the genes that will contribute positively to a crop's growth, effective water use, adaptation of climate change, and resistance to disease. This technology allows superior species to be selected to improve sector performance. With growing concerns regarding climate change, AI will play a vital role in ensuring stable and sustainable performance of agriculture in the future.

- **Cattle face recognition.** Advanced recognition and image classification technologies allow farmers to be able to individually monitor the behaviour of a livestock, such as body conditions to feeding patterns. This is a regional trend and is more relevant in areas where livestock is a primary industry, such as Alberta.

- **Emerging market - China.** China is fast becoming a new hotspot of AI technology application in agriculture. Individual AI projects, such as agricultural monitoring drones and an automated agricultural driving system are being rolled out to the market at a fast pace and low cost. In 2018, Alibaba group launched its proprietary ET Agricultural Brain, which is a cutting-edge cloud based AI platform capable of generating real-time insights of the pig farming industry chain. A number of key Chinese organizations are located in the major cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen, providing easy access to talent, friendly policy, and strong local research capabilities.

Major Players - Artificial Intelligence
As industries evolve, they typically go from an early “fragmented” stage, where competition is strong without major players, to a more mature “consolidated” stage, where the market is usually dominated by very few giants. In its current state, AI is on the more fragmented side of the spectrum. Most of the companies in this space are either small start ups or mature technology companies who are testing out new technologies or business models. Start-ups are more flexible in their products, whereas global...
powerhouses (e.g. Microsoft) have the ability to make major investments through industry-shaping efforts. Large companies also have increasingly partnered and collaborated with local regional companies.

Select players in this space are listed below.

**Figure 12 - Artificial Intelligence Major Players**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Products and Services Offerings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>Microsoft has invested over US$50 million in the AI for Earth program, partnering with top scientists and farmers to explore the use of AI in agriculture. Microsoft’s Dynamics 365 and Azure Cognitive Services have successfully helped many clients in addressing their unique agriculture challenges, such as automating the process of pumping milk while monitoring its quality and other key information. Being a global leader, Microsoft also has a strong regional reach through various partnership and programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>IBM a world leader in cloud and cognitive technologies. Their flagship product Watson Decision Platform supports precision agriculture by leveraging AI, predictive analytics, and other advanced technologies to help farmers increase crop profitability, sustainability, and quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granular</td>
<td>Granular is a San Francisco based technology companies focusing on leveraging AI and analytics to help farms become more efficient and make better decisions. Granular operates in the US, Canada, Australia and Brazil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aWhere</td>
<td>aWhere provides on-demand, software-as-a-service (SaaS) data management and analytics tool that allow agribusinesses to make data informed decisions across the value chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospera</td>
<td>Prospera is an Israeli agriculture AI company that leverages machine learning to help farms optimize production. It provides all-in-one digital farming system and autonomous crop management solutions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Current Geographic Hubs - Artificial Intelligence**

Similar to agtech, the largest concentrations of AI start-ups are currently located in California, New York, and Massachusetts, due to the existing start-up ecosystems, cluster effect, and research capabilities in the region. In addition, new technologies and organizations are gaining momentum in emerging economies, such as China, thanks to favourable policy and low labour costs.

**Market Risks - Artificial Intelligence**

Lack of standardization and data availability. The accuracy of AI is heavily dependent on the quality and timeliness of the data input. Currently, there is no industry-wide standardization protocols, and the sharing and collaboration of agricultural data is low. This can potentially affect the general usefulness of AI and slow down adoption of AI in agriculture. As a result, farmers’ confidence in adopting and investing in AI may be low, posing a risk to the growth of this sector.

Social acceptance: AI makes decisions using different algorithms based on a variety of data and models. These models are usually complex and hard to understand for people who are not specialized in this field, and this becomes increasingly significant as quality data becomes available. These factors come together to
create a sense of uncertainty. Farmers may be resistant to put so much trust on AI – something they are not familiar with – to make the critical decisions that drive their business.

**Most Applicable Subsector - Artificial Intelligence**

**Agricultural Food and Crop Science:** The best use of AI in agriculture is to leverage big data and analytics to support crop protection, optimize yield production, and to develop artificial robots to simplify tasks. These solutions allow farmers to manage their farms more responsibly and effectively. They also enable crop science companies to bring new innovative products to the market, such as intelligent insect detection and crop protection solutions.

**Required Resources in Any Region - Artificial Intelligence**

Unlike traditional capital-intensive industries with heavy physical assets, AI is an asset-light industry, and therefore requires relatively less funding as a resource. Instead, it requires high-quality AI talent, such as data scientists and farm analytics experts to create solutions. This is reflected through the number of AI related programs offered in local and regional institutions and a successful transition between schools to industry through programs such as internships and co-op programs.

Calgary and Southern Alberta have the right mix of resources for agricultural AI to be successful in the Region, though could use a greater presence of established technology companies. It would also be beneficial to try to grow and attract more talent to the Region to accelerate growth, as AI is a knowledge and talent intensive industry.

### 3.3 Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services

**Overview - Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services**

Agri-finance, business, and support services includes specialized financial, business and consulting services that enable critical financing, business transactions, management, and investment in agribusiness sector. This sector includes multi-industry service providers (e.g., banks, legal services firms, and insurance companies) with specialized staff or expertise in the agribusiness sector, as well as agricultural specific financial products and services. Another support service is agriculture traceability solutions, which involves premises identification, animal identification, and animal movement tracing, and has faced growing demand in recent years.

**Trends - Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services**

Global growth in this subsector mainly comes from 2 sources:

- **Agriculture Banking.** Agriculture banking is a US$16 billion industry in the US alone. This space had an estimated annual growth rate between 2014-2019 was 2.4%, coming mostly from increased loan activities as a result of widespread drought, disease, uncertain and fluctuating commodities prices, and foreign trade complications. These events led farmers to struggle financially, which required them to seek more loan and debt refinancing products.

- **Agriculture Insurance and Risk Management.** The global agriculture insurance market was a US$32 billion industry. It’s expected to growth at a CAGR of 4.1% from 2021 to 2026, by the end of which it will reach US$43 billion. The growth comes from an increased demand for agriculture insurance, as a result of increasing volatility in the agriculture commodities market, unpredictable
demand and supply which causes production risks for farmers\textsuperscript{95}, as well as a growing level of government subsidies for crop insurance\textsuperscript{96}.

**Major Players - Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services**

**Agriculture Finance:** The Canadian Agricultural Loans Act (CALA) is a federal program designed to provide financing support to help farms establish, improve, and develop farms. It also gives an opportunity for agricultural co-operatives to improve their capacity to process and market their products\textsuperscript{97}. Most banks in Canada offer products and services related to CALA.

While many Canadian bank and financial services organization offer such services, below is a select few that have a focus in Alberta and Western Canada.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Products and Services Offerings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Bank of Canada</strong></td>
<td>National Bank offers a variety of financial products to Alberta farmers, such as term loans, farm mortgages, and government-guaranteed loans. They also provide farmers with farm growth, transfer, risk management, and other comprehensive solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATB Financial</strong></td>
<td>ATB Financial offers Alberta farmers term loans, operating loans, equity agri-plan loans, among other financial products and services. It has the advantage of having a sole focus in Alberta and having more presence in small cities and towns, making itself more available to farmers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RBC</strong></td>
<td>RBC provides Alberta farmers with term loans, farm expansion, farm risk management, and farm succession planning services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farm Credit Canada</strong></td>
<td>Farm Credit Canada offers a broad range of products and services to primary agriculture producers, agribusiness, as well as food and logistics companies. Services include credit lines, input and livestock financing, environmental solutions, and other financing services across the agribusiness value chain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Agriculture Insurance:** Most of the key players in this field are traditional insurance firms, offering agriculture insurance as part of a broader range of insurance offerings. Select global players include: PICC, Zurich (RCIS), Chubb, QBE, China United Property Insurance, AFG, Prudential and XL Catlin\textsuperscript{98}.

**Agriculture Traceability:** Traceability services are mostly provided by local businesses that understands the local conditions and regulations (e.g. ITS Global, located in Alberta). Other players include the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) who regulates this field, and Canadian Cattle Identification Agency (CCIA) as the responsible administrator of the Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) database\textsuperscript{99}.

**Current Geographic Hubs - Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services**

There are no predominant hubs for this subsector, as agri-finance and business services tend to exist anywhere agribusinesses exist. In general, no specialized resources or talent are required.

**Market Risks - Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services**

**Credit Risk.** Risk in agri-finance is primarily driven by credit risks, which is connected to the common risks that farmers bear with regards to the viability of their businesses and their ability to repay the loan. Although finance or insurance services to the agribusiness industry don’t differ significantly from any other industry, there are a few notable nuances such as specific product and market risks which affect farmers’
ability to pay back their loans. In addition, agriculture’s role in ensuring food security makes it more subject to global political risks through political interventions and trade wars. These events pose significant risks to agri-finance service providers^100.

**Most Applicable Subsector - Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services**

**Agricultural Food**: Technically, all subsectors can leverage finance, insurance, and other business services. Particularly, primary agricultural food producers, such as farmers, are the primary users of businesses services that are designed for agriculture.

**Required Resources in Any Region - Agri-finance, Business, and Support Services**

Agriculture finance and business support services do not require special resources to succeed, such as high-tech talent or infrastructure support. They do, however, require access to a sufficient number customers and general business-friendly environment.

### 3.4 Summary - Horizontal Analysis

The specific horizontals analyzed in this report all present growth opportunities, with especially strong growth potential in agtech and artificial intelligence. The comparable growth rates of horizontals are outlined below (*Note that CAGRs + sources can be found throughout the subsectors section. The CAGR used for agrifinance, business, and support services is the rate for U.S. agrifinance growth alone).

![Figure 14 – Comparison of Horizontal Growth Rates](image)

Agribusiness organizations today are facing unprecedented challenges, from climate change and trade wars to the latest COVID-19 pandemic. Horizontals provide tools and technologies that allow agribusinesses to manage these risks, whether that be through AI-powered crop yield optimization and weather prediction, precision farming to maximize resources and labour, or a variety of financial and insurance products for farmers to weather the storm. In the foreseeable future, these horizontals will play an increasingly important role for global agriculture and agribusinesses.

For a region like Calgary and Southern Alberta to attract organizations in these horizontal groups to the region, the area should focus on the major required resources for success: specialized talent and research capability. Horizontals are relatively asset-light (compared to subsectors), which reduces the burden on funding requirements required to start a business, however SRED credits or R&D grants would be particularly appealing to businesses in agtech or artificial intelligence. However, the major focus should be placed on attracting and showcasing specialized talent, and growing research capability.
Indonesia is the world’s largest archipelago, with over 17,500 islands and a population of 268 million. Indonesia has experienced economic growth in recent years, with agriculture contributing greatly to the national economy and food security. However, there is still a large number of undernourished Indonesians: according to the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, “28% of Indonesia’s children are underweight, and 35% of children under 5 suffer from stunted growth”\(^{101}\).

Even though Indonesia is responsible for a small share of Alberta’s agricultural products export, it has grown very quickly, indicating significant opportunities going forward, once traditional market (e.g. US) demand for Alberta food products has saturated and stop growing substantially. Between 2017 and 2018, Indonesia’s purchase of Alberta agri-products grew by 17.9\(^{\%}\)\(^{102}\). In 2015, Indonesians spent US$179 billion on food, representing 36% of total consumer spending in the country\(^{103}\).

**Consumer Trends**

*Trust in Local Brands:* According to a consumer research study conducted by McKinsey, more than two-thirds of surveyed Indonesians have a preferred local brand in mind when looking for food and beverage products. Consumers trust local businesses and take pride in using Indonesian brands, believing that they truly understand what the locals need and are able to provide better value for money. Interestingly, consumers seem to care more about the perception of being local, without excessively researching whether or not a company actually is. There were successful examples of foreign companies that localized themselves and gained substantial share of the local market\(^{104}\).

*Diet Diversification:* With a rising middle class population and growing disposable income level, consumers are diversifying their diets. There has been strong growth of fruit and dairy products over the last few years, and that trend will continue to expand into other areas. In addition to the income factor, the Ministry of Health's guideline for its people to consume more protein and healthy products also helped the shift become possible\(^{105}\).

**Relevance to Alberta**

Alberta agribusinesses who want to enter Indonesian markets need to spend more time understanding the local market before making a move. Opportunities exist to create localized versions of Alberta products and to engage the consumer markets through hybrid branding strategy. With a growing middle class, there will also be an opportunity to export more high-end food processing products to Indonesia.

**Market Risks**

*Regulatory Complexity:* The Indonesian government and bureaucratic system is one of the most complicated in the world\(^{106}\). Constant regulatory revisions might cause uncertainty for foreign agribusinesses who are unfamiliar with the local environment.
4.0 Global Agribusiness Hubs

The Calgary and Southern Alberta region exists within a broad global ecosystem of agricultural regions and consumption markets. Within a number of these markets are well-established agribusiness hubs.

In this context, an agribusiness hub is a region that is known in the international landscape for its agribusiness economy. Specifically, these hubs are specialized in agribusiness, have robust ecosystems to support the industry, and have worked to brand themselves as centres of excellence in agribusiness. Most often, they have formal ways to support the industry (through grants, tax credits, funding, etc), and educational institutions with unique programs related to agribusiness.

This report looks at four leading agribusiness hubs: three closer to home in Salinas (California), St. Louis (Missouri), and Raleigh (North Carolina), as well as the quickly emerging national agribusiness hub found in Israel. While each of these hubs is a result of its unique circumstance, there are lessons to be learned from their structure, their key players, and the journey they have taken.

Figure 15 – Global Agribusiness Hubs Analyzed

4.1 Salinas, California, USA

Overview

Located in Central California, 60 miles south of San Jose, the Salinas Valley is known as “America’s Salad Bowl” due to the rich history of growing leafy greens in the region. With a population of only 156,259, Salinas is the smallest region investigated for this report.\(^ {108} \)

Despite its relatively small size, Salinas boasts a US$8 billion industry, employing 75,000 individuals in the production of a wide range of crops that includes growing 28% of America’s strawberries, 60% of the nation’s leafy greens, and a significant proportion of America’s Pinot Noir grapes.\(^ {109} \) The region’s fertile soil
and geographic locations come together to provide significant opportunity for both growers and innovators in the area.

In recent years, innovation has become the core of Salinas’ value proposition. In 2014, the region launched the THRIVE accelerator program to help discover agtech innovations on a global scale and to more formally connect agriculture experts and growers from around the world with Silicon Valley. Based in Silicon Valley, the THRIVE program forms the world’s leading agri-food innovation ecosystem, with over 2,500 start-ups from 90 countries.

Alongside THRIVE, Salinas is home to the Western Growers Center for Innovation and Technology. Founded three years ago, this innovation hub, houses 50 global innovators looking to transform agriculture. In 3 years, the Center has connected 4,077 growers, while also supporting 55 startups, helping them raise US$26 million in capital, and create 140 jobs. Today, the WG Center is focused on four challenges: Water supply and use, water quality, labour supply shortages, and crop protection. Each of these is a challenge that the Salinas region is well positioned to help solve.

**Notable Players**

*Forbes:* Each year, Forbes partners with Salinas and THRIVE program to host the AgTech Summit. Heading into its 6th year in 2020, the summit brings together over 600 global agtech leaders to build connections and present innovations. Alongside this summit, THRIVE presents their annual rankings of the top-50 agtech and foodtech companies in the world.

*Western Growers:* Founded in 1926, Western Growers (WG) is the core industry association for agriculture in the Salinas Valley. In recent years, WG has focused on investment in the region, developing a US$4 million investment fund based out of the WG Innovation Centre.

*SVG Ventures:* The founding entity behind the THRIVE accelerator program, and the THRIVE ecosystem, SVG has built strong connections with ecosystem partners and is an active investor in the Salinas region, holding investments in many innovative agriculture businesses.

*Diverse set of funders:* The Salinas Valley has drawn the attention of local, national, and international investment firms looking to be involved in the region’s growth. Specialized local firms include Central Coast Angels and Angels by the Sea, while national investors like AgFunder and Better Food Ventures have also built a presence in the region.

**Lessons to be Learned**

Salinas has taken advantage of their unique circumstances to become more than the “Salad Bowl.” The region’s proximity to Silicon Valley has allowed them to leverage the depth of technical knowledge and innovation happening in San Jose and San Francisco. The low cost of living compared to the region to the North has also allowed Salinas to attract young innovators to the region, resulting in a median age of 29.

Though it doesn’t have the proximity to a technology hub the likes of Silicon Valley, there are other ways that Southern Alberta too can take advantage of its unique circumstance. The proximity of the region to major ground, rail, and sea shipping routes (via rail/ground to Vancouver) give the southern Alberta region a direct linkage to markets around the world. Calgary’s ability to attract young talent to the region also remains strong, with a low cost of living compared to other major centers.
4.2 St. Louis, Missouri, USA

Overview
Agribusiness has been a part of the St. Louis economy since the 1800s, but it has only really started to come into its own as an agribusiness hub within the last 20 years.\textsuperscript{120} For much of the 1990s and 2000s, the St. Louis region focused on becoming a central hub for bioscience and life science. This expertise led to the establishment of significant research capacity in the region, including the establishment of the 250-acre Cortex innovation district. Given the entities in the region move into a more formal agribusiness strategy was a logical extension.

Today, agriculture is a cornerstone industry of the St. Louis region, with 50% of US Agriculture being produced within 500 miles of St. Louis. 400+ plant science ventures and their 15,000 employees call the region home, contributing to a US$75 billion in global impact generated by St. Louis agriculture.\textsuperscript{121} The region continues to transform, leveraging 1000+ plant science PHDs to identify new and innovative ways to move agriculture forward.\textsuperscript{122}

A key component of agribusiness in St. Louis is the newly minted, 600 acre, 39 North innovation district. Anchored by the Danforth Plant Science Center, BRDG Park, Helix Incubator, Bayer Crop Science, and the Yield Lab, the district brings together 100 bioscience companies, researchers, public sector entities, and entrepreneurs. As of 2020, the district has US$1.3 billion in bioscience venture capital projects under management.\textsuperscript{123}

Notable Players
Monsanto: With its corporate headquarters in St. Louis, Monstanto plays a critical role in attracting talent, entrepreneurs, and investment. In addition to making direct investments in startups within the region, Monsanto’s presence has other knock-on impacts. Constance Brown of The Yield Lab explains these impacts: “Long-time Monsanto employees are incredibly supportive of local agtech entrepreneurship, donating their time and, in many cases, investing personally into agtech.”\textsuperscript{124}

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation: In 2017, the Gates Foundation awarded the Danforth Center a US$6.1 million research grant to develop and deploy improved varieties of sorghum.\textsuperscript{125} In January 2020, shortly after the conclusion of this grant, the Gates Foundation announced the establishment of their new non-profit: Bill & Melinda Gates Agricultural Innovations.\textsuperscript{126}

Post Holdings: With its headquarters in suburban St. Louis, Post Holdings is a strong example of the drawing power of the region. Post owns and manufactures known brands across the US and Canada, including: Chips-Ahoy, Honey Comb, Shreddies, Raisin Bran, PowerBar, and Weetabix.\textsuperscript{127} While many of these goods are researched and produced in multiple locations, all corporate roles are at the head office in St. Louis.

Lessons to be Learned
The St. Louis region leveraged their existing expertise in life sciences to quickly scale their agribusiness capabilities. The presence of large entities like Monsanto provided the region the additional opportunity to attract research talent and early stage entrepreneurs. Recognizing the opportunity, St. Louis moved quickly to establish the right entrepreneurial infrastructure, including 39 North, to give these industry experts a place to come together.
Like St. Louis, Southern Alberta already has several major players in the region. As of yet, these major players don’t have one single location to come together with smaller organizations, entrepreneurs, and service providers.

4.3 Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina, USA

Overview
Historically, North Carolina has been known as a source of two major crops: tobacco and cotton. In recent years, various crops have begun to take that place; namely soybeans, corn, and sweet potatoes. As agriculture has undergone this shift in North Carolina, there has been a renewed push to modernize the industry. In 1960, the Research Triangle Park was established, driven by various entities in the region with the goal to achieve this modernization. As of 2019, agriculture and agribusiness employ 17% of North Carolina’s workforce, making up US$87 billion of the state’s economy.

North Carolina has one of the most diverse agriculture sectors in the United States, with farmers growing 90+ different crops and 1000+ food and beverage operations calling the state home. North Carolina companies play roles throughout the value-chain, with the state having deep roots in value-added manufacturing driven by the traditional tobacco and cotton crops.

What makes the Raleigh-Durham area unique is the significant driving role post-secondary institutions play in the region. Duke University, University of North Carolina (UNC), and North Carolina State (NC State) anchor the three corners of the research triangle and play a core role in moving agriculture forward in the region. NC State in particular has led the area in agriculture research, running 28 separate agricultural research units in the Raleigh are covering Animals, Plant & Environment, and Agricultural Operations.

NC State is a key partner in the North Carolina Food Innovation Lab. Both research hub and networking hub, the Lab offers R&D, Pilot Plan Production, Training & Workshops, and Food Industry Consulting services. Currently, the 16,000sq foot lab is positioning itself to be at the forefront of plant-based protein development by building a leading-edge plant-based pilot facility.

There are a number of other labs in the region that take advantage of the expertise of the research triangle universities, including: Ag TechInventures, BioLabs North Carolina, First Flight Venture Center, and the greater NC State Centennial Campus. These accelerators, businesses, government entities, and academic institutions for the Research Triangle AgTech Cluster.

Notable Players
NC State: NC State’s agricultural research units, partnership in the Food Innovation Lab, and Centennial Park position the University at the forefront of the growth of agribusiness and agtech in the region.

BASF Agricultural Solutions: In 2019 BASF opened its Agrochemical Application Research Centre within the Research Triangle. The facility looks to focus on the on-target application of crop-science protection products that the company develops for use worldwide. Additionally, BASF maintains the North American Headquarters for a number of their divisions within Research Triangle Park.

Bayer: Bayer plays a unique role in the region via Bayer Growth Ventures. Bayer selectively invests in early stage companies or teams that have ideas to improve agriculture across geographies. In addition to their work via BGV, Bayer CropScience has their North American corporate headquarters in Research Triangle Park.
Lessons to be Learned
The true strength in Raleigh-Durham’s approach is in how they have leveraged the nexus of deep agricultural history with the presence of leading universities to build innovation and research centres of excellence. By doing so, the region has been able to expand the types of crops grown, while also attracting new players and building new techniques and technologies that can be exported elsewhere.

While the post-secondary institutions in Southern Alberta are not the same scale as those in the research triangle (though they are of similar student populations), there remains a distinct opportunity to leverage the varied expertise found within Olds College, SAIT, the University of Calgary, and the University of Lethbridge alongside existing players to develop and grow innovation hubs or accelerators.

4.4 Israel

Overview
As a nation with several hostile neighbors, Israel faces the somewhat unique necessity of being self-sufficient regarding their food sources. As a result, the nation has needed to be coordinated and focused in how they build and maintain their food system. Compounding the challenges importing goods is the arid nature of much of the land in Israel. The result is a need to do more with less. 142

In its natural state, only 13.73% of Israel’s land is arable.143 Via innovating techniques, Israel has tripled the land that can be used for farming, enabling them to produce over 90% of their domestic food requirements. One of Israel’s key focus areas in this effort has been on water use and reuse; rising desertification around the world presents a significant challenge and opportunity in this area, as Israel has led the way on key advancement including drip irrigation.144

In addition to drip irrigation, Israel has developed several key agricultural innovations in areas including water recycling, AI, biopesticides, biofertilizers, robotics, and sensors, with many of these breakthrough innovations being driven forward by government-funded research agencies.145 As a result of these and other innovations, Israeli organizations have drawn in nearly US$1 billion in venture capital funding in the last five years.146

Notable Players
Agriculture Research Organization (ARO) / Volcani Center: Operated within the Israeli government, the Volcani Center is made up of three research centers spread throughout the country, focused on solving global issues like climate change and food production.147 In addition to housing Israel’s national gene and seed bank, the Volcani Center operates seven research institutes:148 149

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agricultural Engineering</th>
<th>Plant Protection</th>
<th>Plant Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal Science</td>
<td>Postharvest and Food Sciences</td>
<td>Agro-Nanotechnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil, Water, and Environmental Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aleph Farms: Israel is home to three of the world’s nine leading cultured meat companies. With investment from many sources, including Cargill, Aleph is leading the way in growing full cuts of meat (steak for example) in the lab, which would be yet another major breakthrough for the region.150
**Lessons to be Learned**

While Israel's circumstances are unique, there remain some lessons in how they have taken advantage of their circumstances. Israel has focused not only on exporting goods, but also on exporting their unique technologies and methods to nations facing similar circumstances. India, for instance, has become an imported of Israel’s irrigation and water conservation methods. Israel also conducts research, development, testing, and manufacturing domestically, enabling them to offer other countries turnkey solutions to their problems.

Southern Alberta doesn’t face the same conditions as Israel, but there may exist opportunities for the region and its most innovative companies to look to sell industrial and technological solutions to other states or nations around the world. Further assessment will be required to identify the things that Southern Alberta does to meet our own geographic needs and who potential buyers could be for these solutions, but it may present an additional avenue for development of our agribusiness hub.

**4.5 Summary – Global Agribusiness Hubs**

Each agribusiness hub analyzed used its own unique circumstances to become a global leader. Salinas capitalized on its proximity to Silicon Valley to become a leader in agtech and innovation, St. Louis leveraged existing expertise in life sciences to quickly scale their agribusiness capabilities, Raleigh-Durham combined a deep agricultural history with the presence of leading universities to build innovation and research centres of excellence, and Israel was forced to become self-sufficient with agriculture due to regional tension in an arid climate, developing their own methods and technologies and exporting them to other parts of the globe. While there are some similarities in global hubs (like a focus on innovation), the lesson they teach is that each region is different - and leveraging what makes a region unique can help differentiate it on the agribusiness world stage.
Global Buyer Profile | UNITED STATES

The US is consistently the largest buyer of Alberta agriculture products, accounting for 37.5% of Alberta’s 2018 agriculture exports\textsuperscript{152}. Some of the recent import growth areas include live animals, read meats, dairy, and grain products\textsuperscript{153}. The US economy has been growing at a steady pace, although it is expected to further slow down as a side effect of the trade war\textsuperscript{154}. The emergence of COVID-19 will further complicate its economy and agricultural imports.

**Consumer Trends**

*Health and Wellness:* Consumers are increasingly specific about their demand for food’s health benefits. Consumers also want a much more diverse array of products and benefits associated with them, rather than only what is popular. More than ever, consumers are ready to pay higher prices for products that can truly deliver the benefits they claim\textsuperscript{155}.

*Social Impact:* People are concerned if their food producers are operating in a responsible manner. This includes factors such as local sourcing, sustainability, animal treatment, etc. According to a survey, 23% of the consumers surveyed choose their shopping destinations based on these factors\textsuperscript{156}.

**Relevance to Alberta**

Alberta’s opportunity in the US market is two-fold: 1) embrace emerging consumer trends by innovating and diversifying our food processing products to better meet market demand and, 2) sustain commodities exports as its decline will have major impact to Alberta farmers. In recent years, growth was reported in exports of food processing products such as beef, processed meat, honey, prepared cereals, and more\textsuperscript{157}. These are excellent growth opportunities for Alberta to strengthen its position in the market. On the other hand, even though there was a decline of Alberta agriculture commodities export to the US, these products are the backbone of our agriculture economy and are vital to our agribusinesses and farms. It is important to continue to protect and sustain these exports.

**Market Risks**

*Exchange Rate Uncertainty:* Exchange rate changes between the CAD and the USA create uncertainty in Alberta agribusinesses’ exports and operations. Such fluctuations impact the competitiveness of Alberta agriculture products. If the CAD continue to rise (which is a possibility as a result of reduced investor confidence in the US due to COVID-19 related concerns), Alberta exports will be inevitably more expensive for American buyers. Alberta may take a hit in exports, or Alberta farmers have to accept a much lower price to compete with domestic American supplies.

*COVID-19 Disruption Risk:* There is a risk that trade between Canada and the US will be disrupted by restrictions imposed at the border. As of April 2020, essential travel and transportation is still being allowed to cross the border, which includes (but not limited to) food, water, and other transportation\textsuperscript{158}. However, as US becomes the epicentre of COVID-19 and shows no signs of full recovery soon\textsuperscript{159} at the time of this report being written, the disruption may continue to deteriorate. Canada and Alberta must prepare for potential worse and long-term impacts of trade with the US.
5.0 Regional Market Assessment (Calgary and Southern Alberta)

The region of Calgary and Southern Alberta boasts a number of established strengths in the agribusiness sector, with a promising amount of growth potential. This section outlines an overview of agribusiness in the region, delving into major strengths and weaknesses, key players and the regional ecosystem, occurrences of innovation and R&D, and an overview of regulations and government support.

This section is unique in the market study, as it was developed through both primary and secondary research. Similar to previous sections in this study, it relies on secondary research from credible sources, but is accented by primary research from interviews, surveys, and workshops with local industry experts who know the market intimately.

5.1 Region Overview

In 2018, Alberta’s agri-food\textsuperscript{1} industry employed 75,600 people\textsuperscript{160}, throughout various subsectors and specialties. This represented a 0.7% increase from prior year and was broken down by industry as outlined below. The changes in employment levels in the agri-food subsectors listed below highlight a trend of significant decline in farming employment (-10.3% change from 2017 to 2018) and a significant increase in food and beverage manufacturing (14.3% employment increase).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure_16_Alberta_Agrifood_Subsector_Employment_2018.png}
\caption{Alberta Agrifood Subsector Employment (2018)}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{1} The Government of Alberta includes agriculture, food manufacturing, and beverage manufacturing in its definition of agri-food.
In 2018, Alberta’s real gross domestic product (GDP) for agri-food industries was C$8.5 billion\textsuperscript{161}, representing approximately 3\% of the province’s total GDP. This GDP contribution was split between the three primary agri-food industries according to the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alberta Real GDP Contributions</th>
<th>($C Millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>$5,165.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Manufacturing</td>
<td>$2,770.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverage Manufacturing</td>
<td>$587.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Agrifood</td>
<td>$8,522.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specific to agriculture, farm land area in Alberta amounts to 50,350,183 acres of the province, covering about one-third of Alberta. This is even more concentrated in the Calgary and Southern Alberta region. Of this farm land, 62\% of the land is cultivated (crop land, summerfallow, or seeded pasture), and 32\% is natural pasture land\textsuperscript{162}.

The primary farm type in the region is cattle/beef farms (30\% of total farms in Alberta), followed by grain and oilseed farms (26\%), other animal production (16\%), other field crops (16\%), and wheat (7\%).

In 2018, Alberta’s agrifood exports represented 19.3\% of Canada’s total agrifood exports, at C$11.2 billion. This represented a 3.2\% increase from 2017, and a second consecutive record year. Exports of value-added processed products increased for a fifth consecutive year (to C$6.0 billion), and now make up a bigger share of our exports than primary commodities, which decreased in value to C$5.5 billion.

Alberta’s C$11.2 billion of agrifood exports was made up of the following components:
Notable areas of growth in recent years include value-added processed foods (year-over-year growth of 8.8% on average). Specific growth areas within value-added processed foods include beef and veal, crude canola oil, and oilseed cake and meal. On average, there was a year-over-year decrease in primary commodities of 2.4%. While Alberta exports to more than 140 countries, primary export markets are:

1) United States (37.5% of Alberta agrifood exports)
2) China (22.6%)
3) Japan (11.0%)
4) Mexico (4.8%)
5) Indonesia (2.1%)

Alberta’s food and beverage manufacturing sales have continued to set records for the past four years. In 2018, YOY sales increased 2.4%, to C$15.2 billion\(^{163}\).

When looking specifically at Southern Alberta, the region boasts some of Alberta’s best growing land, including almost 70% of Canada’s total irrigated area\(^{164}\). Irrigated land in a dry province such as Alberta allows for a greater variety of crops to be grown, diversifying our potential exports from wheat, oats, and pulse crops to include vegetables and some fruits. Irrigated land also helps improve yields for traditional crops. In Southern Alberta, reports indicate that for every $1.00 of irrigation investment, there is a corresponding GDP increase of $2.54\(^{165}\), making Alberta’s irrigated land even more attractive for growers.

### 5.2 Strengths

Calgary and Southern Alberta boasts a number of established strengths in the agribusiness industry. These strengths were composed directly with the help of industry experts through a survey and workshop, and supported by external research. The major strengths of the region include:

- Proximity to agricultural base
- Well-regarded agricultural training institutions
- Strong research and innovation presence
- Deep talent pool
- Large, established anchor tenants
- Government policies and programs related to agriculture
- Geographical location and proximity
Proximity to Agricultural Base
As mentioned in the regional overview above, Southern Alberta has historically been an agricultural area, with large-scale production of acreage crops, protein crops, livestock, and some greenhouses. The region boasts almost 70% of Canada’s total irrigated land, has ample access to water (useful in value-added food processing), and enjoys a sunny climate favourable to growing. This strength differentiates the region from others, since many other cities with agribusiness headquarters do not enjoy this same proximity.

Well-Regarded Agricultural Training Institutions
Partly due to its historical presence in the space, Southern Alberta has a number of training institutions who offer unique agricultural programs, including Olds College, the University of Lethbridge, and Lethbridge College. These research and training institutions have demonstrated an interest in collaboration, strengthening the training offerings of the region with specific programs like agricultural heavy equipment (Olds College), agriculture studies (University of Lethbridge), agricultural business (University of Lethbridge), animal health (Olds College), meat processing (Olds College), agriculture sciences (Lethbridge College), and agricultural enterprise management (Lethbridge College), among many others. These training institutions are also home to promising research projects like the Olds SmartFarm. The technical capability these institutions bring to the region are valuable and can help stimulate sector growth, especially in areas like crop science and genetics, which require a specific skillset and training.

Strong Research and Innovation Presence
Closely linked to these institutions is a strong research and innovation presence in the region, specifically within the production element of the agricultural value chain. Experts in the region spoke of how the area is known for rapid adoption of new technology, with a strong applied research presence. Though some industry experts acknowledged that there was room to grow in fundamental research when compared to regions like Israel and Salinas, there was consensus that Calgary and Southern Alberta has a lot to offer in the research space. In 2020, the University of Calgary announced the creation of the Simpson Centre for Agricultural and Food Innovation and Public Education, highlighting significant effort to grow research capability in agrifood and agribusiness with a social and economic context. The University of Calgary also has a robust Veterinary Medicine program with focus on Production Animal Health, Veterinary Clinical and Diagnostic Sciences. More on innovation and research in the region can be found later in this section.

Deep Talent Pool
Calgary and Southern Alberta have a talented workforce, with many available from an oil and gas sector workforce which has faced a prolonged downturn in recent years. In Alberta, 64% of the province aged 25-64 has a postsecondary education, the largest proportion of Canada’s Western provinces. The region’s agricultural training institutions also help to create a potential workforce with relevant knowledge and training in agriculture, a key selling point for companies looking to develop a presence in a new market.

Large, Established Anchor Tenants
Relative to other cities in North America, Calgary and Southern Alberta has many established anchor companies with headquarters (or Canadian headquarters) in the region, which helps to create a productive agricultural ecosystem. Most of the largest anchor tenants are on the production side of the value chain, and include major players like Nutrien, Bayer Crop Science, and Corteva in Calgary.

Government Programs and Policies Related to Agriculture
There are a growing number of government programs (both provincial and federal) meant to support the agribusiness economy in Alberta. These include grants like those given to Protein Industries Canada (PIC) and the Canadian Agri-Food Automation and Intelligence Network (CAAIN), tax credits like the Scientific
Research and Experimental Development (SRED) program, and competitive tax rates when compared to other provinces or countries. More on regulations and government support for the industry can be found later in this section.

**Geographical Location**

Calgary and Southern Alberta is a central location in North America, with direct flights to most other agricultural and technology hubs through the Calgary International Airport. There is also a strong offering on air and land distribution and logistics services, including through the YYC Global Logistics Hub\(^{169}\). Finally, the geographical location of the region is home to inexpensive energy and utilities, an appealing offering for many food manufacturers and processors looking for affordable and reliable water and energy services.

### 5.3 Weaknesses

Though the region has a strong case to make for agribusiness, there are still some weaknesses that must be worked on or overcome to make it a more attractive place for business to locate or grow. Like the strengths, these weaknesses were developed with the help of industry experts through a survey and workshop, and supported by external research. The major weaknesses of the region include:

- Industry perception
- Primary focus of the region is oil and gas
- Lack of champion/visionary
- Silos and limited information sharing
- Industry focused on more traditional agriculture + commodities
- Complexity of government credits and programs

**Industry Perception**

Traditional perceptions of agriculture that view the industry as simple farming or ranching do not consider the innovation occurring in agriculture, the agtech industry, agricultural sciences, or a host of other science behind the industry. This outdated perception is a weakness for agribusiness, leading to two significant negative impacts:

- **Access to Capital.** With many investors unfamiliar with the industry and its potential, inaccurate perceptions of agriculture negatively impact access to capital for those in the industry. Investor education about the sector is needed, to highlight its growth trajectory and encourage investment.
- **Desirability as a Career Path.** Until very recently, agriculture wasn't seen as a desirable career path for those unfamiliar with it, limiting the number and diversity of young people getting involved in agribusiness. With more companies beginning to understand the potential in the industry, and available workforce from the oil and gas sector looking to make career changes, this desirability is beginning to increase.
**Lack of Champion**

Industry experts pointed out that so far, the sector has lacked a networked response to the government. Without a collective vision and leadership, the industry faces an uphill battle in getting the attention of political leaders. The energy industry has done an excellent job of coming together for organization and lobbying purposes, with organizations like CAPP (Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers), EPAC (The Explorers and Producers Association of Canada), and COSIA (Canada's Oil Sands Innovation Alliance) successfully contributing to a collective vision for the industry, something agribusiness lacks.

**Silos and Limited Information Sharing**

Internally, agribusiness is siloed, with little information sharing or communication between organizations in different parts of the value chain. Since innovation comes largely as a result of collaboration and working together, this inhibits innovation in the region. The strongest agribusiness hubs have organizations who compete together on a world stage instead of focusing on competing with each other.

**Industry Focused on More Traditional Agriculture and Commodities**

Agriculture in Southern Alberta has traditionally been focused on commodities, with basic infrastructure historically built for homogenous commodities. Though the region has worked to diversify its crop base in recent years (irrigation has made the production of sugar beets, potatoes, pulses, soft spring wheat and other specialty crops possible)
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it still relies on secondary processing elsewhere. The region does not currently have the infrastructure to do large-scale processing locally; instead, items like durum wheat are shipped to Italy for processing, then sold back into our local market as a finished product
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**Complexity Of Government Credits and Programs**

Though there are government credits, programs, and tax incentives for the agribusiness industry, they are complex and time-consuming to navigate. For entrepreneurs, this can be a significant detraction, limiting the usefulness of the credits. As an example, in a report on Tax Planning for Canadian Farmers, BDO warns that in order to take advantage of certain tax credits, “the tax rules that must be complied with are complex”
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For entrepreneurs and smaller players in the industry who do not have dedicated tax or finance personnel, this can make it increasingly challenging to access government programs.

**5.4 Major Players**

Within the Calgary and Southern Alberta region, there are already a number of established agribusiness companies. Through the development of this report, industry stakeholders have provided information on some of the bigger and smaller agribusiness companies in the Region. The table below is a summary of some of the larger players with a headquarters or major presence in the region, and is followed by a listing of other players mentioned in our stakeholder engagement. This list is by no means exhaustive, but provides an overview of the some of the biggest organizations in the current market.
### Figure 19 - Major Players in the Local Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Annual Revenue (US$)</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bayer</td>
<td>$10.15 billion</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrien</td>
<td>$20.02 billion</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corteva Agriscience</td>
<td>$13.85 billion</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syngenta</td>
<td>$12.79 billion</td>
<td>Switzerland / China (ChemChina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargill</td>
<td>$113.49 billion</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS</td>
<td>$49.71 billion</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmony Beef</td>
<td>Private company</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional big players are documented in the list below. More information about how they were identified, their products and services, as well as which Subsector or Horizontal they fit in, can be found in Section 8 - Endnotes.

- Alberta Irrigation Districts Association
- AltaGenetics
- ATB
- ATCO
- BASF
- Bonduelle
- Byblos Bakeries
- Calgary Co-op
- Cavendish Farms / Cavendish Agri Services
- Cervus Equipment
- Costco
- Decisive Farming (Telus)
- Farm Credit Canada
- Farmers Business Network
- Farmers Edge
- FMC
- John Deere
- Lamb Weston
- Lantic Sugar
- McCain Foods
5.5 Minor Players and Start-Ups

Like the major players section, there are too many minor players and start-ups in the region to create a comprehensive list. However, below is a shortlist of some smaller players mentioned in our stakeholder engagement, demonstrating the ecosystem of smaller agribusiness players in the Region. Again, this is not meant to serve as an exhaustive list, however depicts some of the key Agribusiness smaller players in Calgary and Southern Alberta which were specifically mentioned in our stakeholder engagement. More information about how they were identified, their products and services, as well as which subsector or horizontal they fit in, can be found in Section 8 - Endnotes.

- AdFarm
- AeroFodder Supply Company
- AgCall
- AgCapita
- Altagenetics
- Attabotics
- Botaneco
- Ceres Solutions
- CORE Ag
- CropBoss
- DeVry Greenhouses
- DeepWater Farms aquaponics facility
- EarthRenew
- Enterra
- Family Fungi
- Feedlot Management Services
- Food-x
- Future Fields
- Green Prairie International
- GrowSafe Systems
- Independent Crop Inputs
- Highwood Crossing Foods
- Livestock Water Recycling
- Minhas
- OPI Advanced Grain Management
- Provision Analytics
- Rahr Malt
- Red Fox Farms
- Rocky Mountain Shrimp Farm
- Routeique
- Rowland Farms
- Skymatics
- Whipcord

5.6 Regulations and Government Support

**Federal Regulation**

The parliamentary power for agriculture regulation is shared between federal and provincial governments in Canada. Federally, there are thirteen direct agriculture-related acts in Canada and over 250 direct agriculture-related regulations, in addition to provincial regulation (i.e. through environmental public health) and indirect regulation of the industry (i.e. through regulation of businesses). This regulation may be burdensome for agribusiness companies, especially for farmers of small-scale operations who must navigate a complex web of regulation. Increased regulation and safety standards can lead to higher quality products and better safety for the industry, but over-rotating on regulation can lead to increased costs and
administrative burden, reducing the competitiveness of Canadian agribusiness compared to international competitors.

In recent years, the federal government has shown a willingness to work with industry to streamline regulations and improve efficiency. If the suggestions in the Targeted Regulatory Review come to fruition, they will help the Calgary and Southern Alberta region to more effectively compete on the global stage. The new suggestions aim to maintain or improve quality and safety standards while lowering the regulatory burden on business owners. Enacting the suggestions and continuing to focus on regulatory efficiency in Canada will position the region for better success moving forward.

The Canadian Government has identified five key areas to strengthen the Canadian agri-food sector, underpinned by an agile regulatory system that promotes the competitiveness of the sector and can move at the speed of commerce:

**Figure 20 - Five Key Areas to Strengthen the Canadian Agri-food Sector**

While there are many regulations for the agribusiness industry in Alberta, there are a few that have had notable changes in recent years affecting the industry as a whole. Those federal regulations are outlined below.

**Targeted Regulatory Review: Agri-food and Aquaculture**

In the 2018 budget, the Government of Canada announced funding of “targeted reviews of regulatory requirements and practices that are bottlenecks to economic growth and innovation”\(^{189}\). Agri-food and aquaculture was one of the high growth industries in need of regulatory changes pegged for review. As the Government of Canada noted, “The sector is subject to a variety of regulations that span food safety, animal and plant health, transportation, labour, and other areas. Businesses of the 21st century cut across traditional sectoral borders, which increases the complexity of navigating the regulatory system. Additionally, sector businesses may experience a cumulative regulatory burden that is not evident if individual regulations are looked at separately”\(^{190}\). In this review, stakeholders were consulted on ways to enable regulations to be more agile, transparent, and responsive. These stakeholders included:

- Agriculture and Agri-food Canada
- The Canadian Food Inspection Agency
- Fisheries and Oceans Canada
- Health Canada
- The Public Health Agency of Canada

The outcome of this review was the *Agri-food and Aquaculture Roadmap*. This roadmap promises to address or partially address a number of identified “irritants” in regulation for the industry, through three main themes of regulatory improvements:
1. Clear, Agile, Responsive Regulations
2. Competitiveness in Domestic and International Markets
3. Risk-based, Efficient, Predictable Regulatory Programs

The government identified three novel approaches to pursue to modernize regulation in the sector:

1) **Sector-Specific Government-Stakeholder Collaboration on Regulations.** Focuses on “the need to engage and work with industry”\(^{191}\) to address the cumulative impacts associated with regulations and establish pilot projects to test new technologies.

2) **Reducing Risk and Improving Trust using Distributed Ledger Technology (Blockchain).** Recommends that the government work with industry to support the use of this technology in a regulatory setting, specifically to support traceability, risk control measure, information sharing, and supply chain management.

3) **Rethinking the Regulatory Relationship: Applying Innovation and Behavioural Science to Promote Compliance and Improve Risk Management.** A new regulatory oversight approach that recognizes that industry, like regulators, has a vested interest in ensuring that risks are well managed, and therefore promotes collaboration between industry and regulators.

**U.S.-Mexico-Canada Trade Pact (USMCA, CUSMA)**

The USMCA replaces the North American Free Trade Agreement in regulating free trade between Canada, the United States, and Mexico. After being approved by the United States and Mexico, it was ratified by Canadian parliament in March 2020\(^{192}\), and will likely come into effect July 1\(^{193}\) (this date has been delayed due to the government’s focus on the COVID-19 pandemic). The USMCA is an essential agreement for the agribusiness industry in Canada, since the United States and Mexico represent our first and fourth largest export markets for agrifood products. We also import a significant amount of agricultural products from both trading partners, with the top agricultural imports for Canada from the United States in 2018 being fruits and nuts, food preparations, and vegetables\(^{194}\). The agreement has a few implications for Canadian agriculture, including tariffs on agricultural products, policies for agricultural biotechnology and general promotion of cooperation and integration in agriculture.

![Image of the signing of the USMCA]

*Canada, the United States, and Mexico signed the USMCA in November 2018. The agreement was finally ratified in March 2020. Source: Tom Brenner / The New York Times Service*

Under the new agreement, all agricultural products that have zero tariffs under NAFTA will remain at zero tariffs\(^{195}\). The biggest change for agricultural products under the USMCA is that additional products will be allowed to enter Canada duty-free, including prescribed quantities of milk, cream, skim milk products, butter, and cheese. The Canadian dairy industry has long been protected by the Canadian government. Under the new agreement, the dairy industry is opened up to competition from the United States, which could have a large impact on Canadian dairy producers. The Dairy Producers Association of Canada estimated that the additional market access from the agreement will result in a total of C$2 billion in losses over the course of implementation\(^{196}\). With Alberta having 472 dairy farms or approximately 5% of Canada’s dairy farms\(^{197}\), this could lead to impacts close to C$100 million for the industry in the coming years. Fortunately, the federal government has said it will spend C$1.3 billion over the coming eight years to compensate dairy farmers for their losses\(^{198}\), and Alberta is not as reliant on the dairy industry as other provinces like Quebec and Ontario.
Aside from dairy products, the USMCA has implemented policies to improve transparency related to agricultural biotechnology products. Unlike NAFTA, the agreement specifically addresses agricultural biotechnology to support innovation. These policies are meant to provide guidance and encourage growth to Canadian, American, and Mexican agribusiness companies pursuing agricultural biotechnology products such as gene editing. The USMCA also established a Working Group for agricultural biotechnology for information exchange and cooperation on policy and trade-related matters\textsuperscript{199}.

**Farm Credit Canada (FCC)**

FCC is a Crown Corporation that reports to Parliament through the Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food\textsuperscript{200}. FCC lends money and provides other services to primary producers, food operations and agribusinesses that provide inputs or add value to agriculture. They are a financially self-sustaining organization who are accountable to Parliament, and provide essential financing to many farmers. Their corporate office is located in Regina, Saskatchewan.

In March 2020, the federal government increased support for farmers with an additional C$5 billion in lending capital, administered through FCC. This assistance was intended to support producers through the COVID-19 pandemic, which caused workforce issues and cashflow shortages, and includes payment deferral for producers through the crisis.

“Farmers and food producers work hard to put food on tables across our country, and they should not have to worry about being able to afford their loan payments or having enough money to support their own families. We are taking action now to give them more flexibility to meet the challenges ahead in these times of uncertainty.” - Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada (March 23, 2020)

**Provincial Regulation**

**Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry**

In Alberta, agricultural legislation and regulatory administration is governed by Agriculture and Forestry Alberta (“Agriculture and Forestry”, “the ministry”). Agriculture & Forestry is responsible for legislation, policies, regulations, programs, and services related to the sustainable development of the agriculture and forest sectors. The ministry endeavours to, in part, build public confidence in the province's food production system safety, strengthen rural communities, support sustainable agriculture practices, and strengthen Alberta's agriculture industry. Agriculture and Forestry also engages in research and extension services geared toward industry development. In addition to managing the Department itself, the Minister of Agriculture & Forestry oversees five agricultural public agencies\textsuperscript{201}:

The Agricultural Financial Services Corporation serves the agribusiness sector exclusively, providing crop and livestock insurance, income stabilization, and lending to agricultural producers, commercial and agribusinesses.
The Farmers’ Advocate Office supports both farmers and ranchers with advocacy including energy, utility and surface rights, and rural dispute resolution.

The Alberta Agricultural Products Marketing Council is a regulatory agency that supervises the administration of the Marketing of Agricultural Products Act and advises the Minister on matters pertaining to Alberta’s 20 agricultural Marketing Boards and Commissions.

The Marketing of Agricultural Products Act Appeal Tribunal hears appeals related to orders, directions, or decisions made by an agricultural Marketing Board or Commission, but does not substitute its own decision for that of a Marketing Board or Commission.

The Irrigation Council supports the Ministry through strategic recommendations and advice. It also administers regulations related to the Irrigated Districts Act and makes strategic funding decisions related to irrigation districts.

**Provincial legislation and regulation - nuance and uniqueness**

Alberta has 42 Acts related to agribusiness with 133 associated Regulations, resulting in a total of 11,399 Regulatory Requirements. Alberta’s agribusiness legislation and regulation are largely in line with other jurisdictions, including how Agriculture & Forestry interacts with adjacent ministries such as Service Alberta and Environment and Parks Alberta. Those adjacent ministries may examine the same issue from a different vantage point (e.g. Environment and Parks may consider land conservation issues when reviewing an application to start a new farm, whereas Agriculture and Forestry may review for business viability and economic impact to the province).

While no particular legislation nor regulation set Alberta apart from other jurisdictions, there are two elements to it that are unique:

- **Agriculture Finance Services Corporation (AFSC)** - as part of the Alberta Government’s Red Tape Reduction initiative, the AFSC was established as a lending arm with a simplified process that serves solely agribusiness clients. While other jurisdictions have similar lending arms, there appear to be none that serve only the agribusiness sector, making this unique to Alberta. Its aim is to improve access to capital across the agribusiness value chain and streamline the application process in order to help bring deals to fruition, to more quickly get Albertan products to market, and to create jobs.202

- **The Irrigated District Act** - Alberta Irrigation is critical to agriculture in Alberta and accounts for ~65% of water consumed in the province203. Alberta manages its irrigation via 13 irrigated districts which provide water to 1,419,989 assessed acres of farmland204. Each district is accountable to construct, operate and maintain irrigation to deliver, divert, or use water in accordance with the Water act205. Alberta is unique in Canada in requiring land to be classified suitable for irrigation under sustained production206 and in its partnership between dryland and irrigated agriculture to provide better opportunities for agriculture diversification and value-add processing207.

**Red tape reduction**

Alberta’s current government has publicly stated that they wish to reduce bureaucracy affecting seven priority areas including agriculture and forestry208. The province’s Red Tape Reduction Act aims to cut unnecessary regulations by one-third over the next three years and to prevent new red tape to encourage investment in Alberta. The province is endeavours to streamline regulatory appeal processes, and shorten processing wait times by ~90%.209 As part of this, the government has convened industry panels to identify regulatory burdens, give feedback on current and upcoming initiatives, and examine ways to improve the economy and stimulate growth.210 The government has also asked Albertans for input on the same matters, and in the first 100 days, received suggestions from ~2,400 people. As of July 31, 2019, the government
had completed 40 initiatives springing from the Act, two of which apply directly to the agribusiness sector. This display of dedication to reduce red tape should be encouraging to the agribusiness sector.

“We’re going to take Alberta from being the most over-regulated to the freest economy in Canada. We aren’t just saying we’re reducing red tape; we are making it the law.”
- Jason Kenney, Premier

Regulation as incentive or disincentive
Overall, Alberta’s legislation, regulation and administration do not appear to have any elements that are extreme enough to hinder agribusiness growth. Qualitatively, potential entrants to the Region are less concerned with regulation and more concerned with the quality of materials (e.g. land, water, and talent). Rather than regulatory bodies impeding progress, the government’s ‘single window’ service to help businesses navigate the regulatory system and willingness to bridge gaps between regulators and businesses are seen as an enabler of foreign direct investment. In addition to Canada being ranked as the best country in the G7 and the G20 for doing business for its infrastructure, market opportunities, foreign trade and exchange and low tax rates, Alberta itself is seen as a leader in business climate for its competitive tax rates (which are projected to reduce year over year until 2022) and absence of provincial sales, capital, and payroll taxes.

![Figure 21 - Alberta Towards the most Competitive Corporate Tax Rate in Canada and USA](image)

5.7 Innovation and R&D
Within the agribusiness sector in Alberta, there are countless instances of innovation occurring, whether that be agriculture technology, financing, biotechnology, or others. The federal and provincial governments have invested in initiatives like Protein Industries Canada and the Canadian Agri-Food Automation and Intelligence Network, which have allowed for significant innovation and R&D in their respective focus areas (plant protein and agriculture technology). Alberta is also home to some of the leading agriculture research institutions in the country, including Olds College and the University of Lethbridge, and the newly established Simpson Centre for Agricultural and Food Innovation and Public Education at the University of Calgary. These educational institutions provide a backbone for continuous R&D, with one example being the Olds SmartFarm.

Though there are many instances of innovation and R&D in the region, a few notable initiatives underway are detailed below.
Protein Industries Canada
Protein Industries Canada (PIC) is an industry-led, not-for-profit organization created to position Canada as a global source of high-quality plant protein and plant-based co-products. PIC works with industry partners to co-invest in the agriculture and food production sector, focusing on projects that will help position Canada as a global leader in plant-based products. PIC is focused on the prairie provinces, and is headquartered in Regina.

PIC is one of five superclusters that are part of the Government of Canada's Innovation Supercluster Initiative (ISI). Between 2019-2023, the Government of Canada will invest C$950 million in PIC and four other superclusters to help Canadian industries do business differently, drive innovation, and overcome past barriers. Ultimately, the support from the Canadian government on ISI is meant to create new opportunities for the chosen industries to thrive. The government has estimated that the GDP impact of the PIC investment will be over C$4.5 billion over ten years, creating 4,500 jobs in the process.

Canadian Agri-Food Automation and Intelligence Network (CAAIN)
As mentioned in the Artificial Intelligence horizontal analysis, CAAIN is a group of technology and agri-food companies, universities, colleges, and research institutions working “to create new technological solutions for Canada’s agricultural and food producers.” CAAIN projects focus on using technology to increase efficiency of the agri-food sector, specifically through technologies like artificial intelligence, sensor technologies, and blockchain application.

CAAIN was founded and funded through the Government of Canada’s Strategic Innovation Fund and the Government of Alberta-sponsored “Alberta Innovates”. Canada’s Strategic Innovation Fund provides funding for large projects that aim to spur innovation in Canada, while Alberta Innovates “provides funding programs, advice, connections, technical expertise and applied research services to stimulate and grow research and innovation across Alberta.”

University of Calgary Simpson Centre for Agricultural and Food Innovation and Public Education
In February 2020, The University of Calgary's School of Public Policy, with the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, announced the creation of the Simpson Centre for Agricultural and Food Innovation and Public Education. Formed with the help of a C$5M donation from local businessman John Simpson, plus contributions from the Alberta Cattle Feeders' Association, the Alberta Beef Producers, and the Canadian Cattlemen's Association, the Centre “will advance research around public policies that strengthen and support the growth and sustainability of agri-food and agri-business, particularly in western Canada.”

Though recently formed, the Centre has stated its intent to become a credible voice on agri-food in Canada, with the hope of positively impacting decision-making on Canada's Farming Centre. One specific area of focus surrounds food and agriculture technology, which will contribute to innovation and R&D in the region.
Olds SmartFarm

Olds SmartFarm is an initiative by Olds College to use a 2,000-acre farm to incorporate the latest technologies aimed at improving agricultural productivity while efficiently and sustainably using resources.\(^2\) The Smart Farm “creates a place for producers, industry partners, students and faculty to look at the opportunities and challenges facing the agriculture industry and investigate solutions to evolve agriculture practices”\(^3\). Some of the features of the Olds SmartFarm include:

- stationary soil monitors
- digital weather stations
- wireless grain bin sensors
- a wireless mesh network that provides Wi-Fi to the entire farm
- a central “Smart Ag Innovation Centre” to monitor the ongoing activities of the farm using sensors
- rural narrowband connectivity to ensure high-quality internet

5.8 Growth Outlook

The clear strengths of the Calgary and Southern Alberta region when it comes to agriculture are hard to debate. The region has a history of agriculture, with a strong presence in commodity and beef markets, and is looking to diversify further into other crops and protein industries. There is a blossoming entrepreneurial network of agribusiness players, and many reasons to be excited about the growth outlook for the region in the future.

The challenge moving forward for the industry will be to change perceptions of agriculture as a traditional sector devoid of innovation and growth, and instead get government, investors, and potential employees to consider the agribusiness sector as an exciting opportunity for diversification in Alberta.
6.0 Strategic Insights

In examining the subsectors, horizontals, other global agribusiness hubs, and in assessing the regional market, insights related to market evolution, strategic risks, subsector and horizontal intersections, and overall opportunities for Calgary and Southern Alberta came to light. They are highlighted below.

6.1 Market Evolution

**Shifting Product and Ingredient Demand**

The demand for Southern Alberta's products and ingredients is shifting. Recently, the emergence of plant-based protein and the increase in popularity of leaner meat proteins like chicken and turkey has slightly reduced North American demand for beef\(^{227}\), though this is offset by the growing world-wide demand for meat in parallel with the growth of the middle class in emerging markets\(^{228}\). In Alberta, the agricultural mix is shifting to include more plant-based protein, in order to meet local and global demand.

**Increasing Demand for Food Transparency and Traceability**

Consumers are increasingly interested in understanding and tracing food sources and confirming ethical practices throughout the value chain. Consumers want to trust their food sources and because of increasing recalls of food products (e.g., the romaine lettuce recall in 2019), want traceability of the products in their homes back to original sources.

**Increasing Government Interest and Investment**

The federal government is showing a willingness to work with farmers, ranchers, and producers to create a regulatory environment that stimulates, not stifles, the industry. These regulatory changes were announced in 2019 after the Targeted Regulatory Review of Agri-food and Aquaculture. Although it is too soon to see how they pan out, they point to some promising changes for agriculture and agri-food industry regulation. In addition, the government’s significant investment in PIC, coupled with the growing demand for plant-based proteins, well-positions Calgary and Southern Alberta (along with other prairie provinces) to become global leaders in the plant protein space, generating significant economic impact in the process.

**Emergence and Acceleration of Agtech**

The agribusiness sector is continuing to accelerate its adoption of technologies including AI and automation to increase efficiency, crop yields, visibility, and manage cost. There are pockets of excellence here that Alberta can capitalize on including, the strength of regional applied research and a rapid adoption of production technology. This stands to reason, given the region’s current strength in that part of the agribusiness value chain.

**Industry Challenges Bringing New Business Models**

The agribusiness sector is facing tremendous challenges including the continuous pressure to ‘do more with less’. Established agribusiness players are under pressure from new players who are redefining consumer expectations, rapidly innovating, and who are agile enough to flex. Critical to addressing these pressures will be innovating new business models in the sector.

New business models are centering on better collaboration across the value chain including with competitors, in order to protect against losing buyer and supplier leverage, and to reduce/share costs and risks.

In order to keep up with - or even be ahead of - market evolution, agribusinesses need to re-imagine their supply chains: they should be integrated and transparent to meet changing consumer expectations around sources of food and ethical farming practices.
Related to this, sales channels and customer relationships are also shifting away from transactional to strategic. Leading organizations are focusing on delivering world-class services and customer experience that reflects changing buying behaviours and needs, particularly adapted to technology. Consider the rise of interest in farm-to-table supply chain visibility, or the emergence of ready-to-make meal delivery as examples.

Figure 22 - Changing Business Models in the Future of Agriculture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOW</th>
<th>NEXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRODUCT DEMAND</strong></td>
<td>Demand for AB exports remains high in emerging economies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CUSTOMERS</strong></td>
<td>Increasing (but passive) interest for traceability and ethical practices (e.g. reading labels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INVESTMENT</strong></td>
<td>Increased attention and investment in agribusiness, but as a hedge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TECH</strong></td>
<td>Increased automation to drive efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODELS</strong></td>
<td>Siloed and competitive; traditional models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Strategic Risks

**Climate Change and Resulting Natural Disasters**

Agriculture is subject to many of the same risks other industries see, but faces more severe consequences resulting from the risk of natural disasters and climate change. Of particular risk in Southern Alberta are hailstorms and tornados which may increase in frequency and severity as a result of climate change, and land and crops can be severely damaged or decimated.

**Regional Dominance of The Oil and Gas Sector**

In Alberta, much time, attention, and resources are paid to our dominant sector, with many unaware of the opportunities other sectors, including agriculture, provide. Instead, agriculture tends to be seen by policy makers and job-seekers as a ‘hedge’ to any fluctuations in the strength of the O&G sector. Without a change of tone and focus from stakeholders, it may be difficult to brand the agriculture sector as an exciting diversification opportunity that is important to the Canadian or Alberta economy.

**Lack of Investor Education in Agriculture**

Investors tend to invest in what they know and what they are comfortable with. In Alberta, investment tends to be dominated by other sectors. As a result, it may be difficult to attract the right investment into the sector, and for the sector to access the capital it requires to grow.

**Increased Nationalization**

Current political overtones are ones of nationalization over globalization, including from Canada’s largest trade partner. With an general sense of unease and uncertainty over US policy direction, an over-reliance on the US as a trade partner could pose a risk to the agriculture industry in Southern Alberta, should trade slow or halt due to political tensions. In addition, any immigration issues could impact employment in the sector which relies on temporary foreign workers. Outside of North America, increased nationalism also poses a
similar risk: countries may elect to produce their own food or ingredients to bolster a sense of nationalism rather than import from Canada.

6.3 Sector vs. Horizontal Evaluation

Although smaller opportunities exist across subsectors (see Figure 23 below), reviewing agricultural subsectors in relation the horizontals that cut across each sector determined that the biggest opportunity that exists is at the intersection of agricultural food and agtech. Technology would have the biggest direct impact on primary agriculture over other subsectors because of the overall opportunity to enhance traditionally manual processes and functions by deploying technology.

There are related opportunities for agriculture in Southern Alberta to:

- partner with oil and gas companies to apply lessons learned and leverage existing technologies such as machine learning for predictive maintenance which can be used on mining or farming equipment alike, or determining whether sensors traditionally placed on stationary assets can be used on livestock to monitor activity levels or overall health.
- identify its niche in agtech (not attempting to compete with current full-scale agtech hubs like Silicon Valley or New York), go ‘narrow and deep’ into that technology, and set ambitious goals of creating a targeted and specialized agtech ecosystem similar to areas like St Louis. Calgary and Southern Alberta have a potential strength in applied research and can consider building agtech capabilities around that through cooperation with industries and institutions in the region.

6.4 Opportunities for The Region

**Opportunities - Subsectors and Horizontals**

Learnings from other global agribusiness hubs indicate that leaders in this sector are ones who have thoughtfully used their natural and cultivated strengths as a basis for growth. Calgary and Southern Alberta
have natural and cultivated strengths they can use to help focus on opportunities across subsectors and horizontals. The potential of each is highlighted in Figure 24, with further detail listed below.

**Figure 24 - Opportunities in Subsectors and Horizontals for the Region**

- **Food Beverage, and Meat Processing - HIGH**
  Alberta has many of the requirements to grow in this area including space, plentiful access to water, and affordable labour, and opportunities to double down in plant proteins exists.

- **Crop Science - MEDIUM**
  Southern Alberta is currently home to many significant players in this area, so an opportunity to build on that critical mass exists. To capitalize on this opportunity, the Region can focus on attracting smaller companies thanks to the level of talent, interest, collaboration, and investment available in the Region, due to the existing cluster.

- **Animal Genetics - LOW/MEDIUM**
  Alberta meets some of the requirements for animal genetics to grow in a region, including moderate access to specialized talents, training programs, and sufficient research capability. If Alberta can continue to meet shifting global demands, they will be better positioned to grow in this subsector.

- **Agriculture Food - HIGH**
  Southern Alberta is currently strong in this area with significant market presence and proven
success across a variety of crops. Although significant growth on top of this success isn’t likely in the short or medium term, there’s an opportunity to better brand and differentiate Albertan products as such.

- **Agriculture Technology - MEDIUM**
  An opportunity does exist in agtech within Southern Alberta, but as mentioned, focus is required here: the opportunity pursued should be narrow rather than becoming a broad agtech super-hub akin to Silicon Valley/Salinas. With many jurisdictions fighting to become hubs for agtech, competition for attention, investment, and talent will be fierce. The Region should consider augmenting its existing strengths with a specific tech play around applied research and applied innovation in production, building on local areas of expertise (primary production, local R&D institutions, and existing tech firms currently focused on other industries).

- **Artificial Intelligence - MEDIUM**
  Given the proximity to an industry that uses automation, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and analytics, the agriculture sector in Southern Alberta has an opportunity to better connect with the oil and gas sector to understand how to apply existing technologies to the agriculture sector. Bolstering this opportunity is the strength of area post-secondary institutions who can provide relevant courses to students in this capacity.

- **Agriculture Finance and other support services - MEDIUM**
  Opportunities to grow agri-finance or insurance institutions in Southern Alberta is medium. Alberta has a strong financial services industry thanks to its established linkage to oil and gas. Opportunities exist to expand and enhance based on this foundation, while continuing to grow niche financial or insurance solutions. In addition, traceability solutions and technology consulting for farms are great growth opportunities for the Region going forward.

Figure 25 shows a suggested set of activities for each of the subsectors + horizontals in the “more ideal” opportunity evaluation above. It is meant to illustrate where major efforts should be concentrated, understanding that there may be some level of each activity in all sectors.
Current local market conditions provide a two-fold opportunity for agriculture in Calgary and Southern Alberta:

- Capitalize on the continued low cost of living and current labour market and attract young talent to the industry who may have otherwise been attracted to other cities or industries such as oil & gas.
- Capitalize on the renewed push for the Canadian and Albertan economies to diversify significantly to attract investors who are seeking an alternative to oil and gas investment.

Calgary and Southern Alberta has a compelling story as it relates to food safety and traceability, ethical processes and labour practices, and high standards for animal treatment. There is a significant opportunity to better tell that story to trade partners and end consumers. The sector in the region can create an Alberta brand and promote Alberta products around the world via trade shows and other international cooperation. Doing so can expand the world’s perception of Canadian agriculture away from strictly maple syrup and ice wine.

The opportunity that could be the most transformative to the sector in Southern Alberta is industry collaboration. Currently, the industry is competitive with few examples of sector-wide sharing of leading practice, cooperation for innovation, or industry advocacy to policy-makers. Industry networks tend to operate more like funding arms. If the sector in Southern Alberta were to set aside competition, it could create a better functioning collaboration network for information and resource sharing. Doing so would allow the sector to better solve some of the industry’s biggest problems together, positioning the region to compete on the global stage.
7.0 Conclusion

The agribusiness industry is not the simple, traditional sector that many perceive it as. Instead, it is a complex web of businesses along the value chain from production to consumption, that everyone relies on for sustenance. Like other industries, it is growing and evolving with the help of innovative new research and development, supported with technological advancements and unique enabling services.

Agribusiness is an essential industry for the Canadian and Albertan economy. Using learnings from other global hubs, it is clear that regions who have become global players in agribusiness have played to their unique strengths, of which Calgary and Southern Alberta have many. Though Southern Alberta has traditionally been focused on agricultural production, significant opportunity exists to develop other parts of the value chain locally. By doing so, it will strengthen the local ecosystem and create an enticing offering to attract other agriculture companies.

Global demand growth for plant-protein crops (which Alberta is well-suited to lead in), an increase in consumer demand for ethically sourced and traceable products, a regional push to diversify, and a renewed focus on food security due to COVID-19 are all trends working in favour of Alberta’s agribusiness sector taking centre stage.
8.0 Endnotes

8.1 Definitions of Subsectors and Associated NAICS Codes

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is a standard system developed by Canada, Mexico, and the United States. We mapped key NAICS codes that CED uses to each subsector, accompanied by definitions. This report was built in considering these definitions and NAICS codes.

Food, Beverage, and Meat Processing

Value added food processing and manufacturing includes taking raw and/or semi finished vegetable, meat, grain, tobacco, sugar, animal food, and other food ingredients and applying processes, or steps that result in a higher value edible food products. This sector is inclusive of food processing and manufacturing plants, and corporate functions related to food processing and manufacturing. Beverage manufacturing includes manufacturing of non alcoholic such as fruit and vegetable juices, soft drinks, flavored water, dairy and sport drinks as well as the manufacturing and distilling of alcoholic beverages (such as beers, spirits, wines).

- 3111 Animal food manufacturing
- 3112 Grain and oilseed milling
- 3113 Sugar and confectionery product manufacturing
- 3114 Fruit and vegetable preserving and specialty food manufacturing
- 3115 Dairy product manufacturing
- 3116 Meat product manufacturing
- 3117 Seafood product preparation and packaging
- 3118 Bakeries and tortilla manufacturing
- 3119 Other food manufacturing
- 3121 Beverage manufacturing
- 3122 Tobacco manufacturing
- 3123 Cannabis manufacturing
- 3331 Agricultural, construction and mining machinery manufacturing
- 333416 Heating equipment and commercial refrigeration equipment manufacturing

Crop Science

The development of new seeds and crops, with enhanced health, disease resistance, and yield capabilities. This sub-sector includes the production of seed, soil, pesticides and fertilizer products relevant to growing.

- 3253 Pesticide, fertilizer and other agricultural chemical manufacturing

Animal Genetics

The production and sale of products related to veterinary health of animals for food and breeding. This sub-sector includes the collection, distribution and sale of animal genetics (e.g., semen, embryos, live animals for breeding).

- 115210 Support activities for animal production (partial229)

Agricultural Food

Primary commodities such as live animals and crops (without processing).

- 1111 Oilseed and grain farming
- 1112 Vegetable and melon farming
- 1113 Fruit and tree nut farming
- 1114 Greenhouse, nursery and floriculture production
- 1119 Other crop farming
- 1121 Cattle ranching and farming
• 1122 Hog and pig farming
• 1123 Poultry and egg production
• 1124 Sheep and goat farming
• 1125 Aquaculture
• 1129 Other animal production
• 1132 Forest nurseries and gathering of forest products
• 1141 Fishing
• 1142 Hunting and trapping
• 1151 Support activities for crop production
• 1152 Support activities for animal production

8.2 List of Agribusiness Companies in the Calgary and Southern Alberta Region (and Related Areas)

Through the development of this report, we had the pleasure of engaging various stakeholders in the sector. These stakeholders have provided key information on some of the bigger and smaller agribusiness companies in the Region. This is not meant to serve as an exhaustive list, however depicts some of the key Agribusiness players in Calgary and Southern Alberta which were specifically mentioned in our stakeholder engagement.

Legend:

Food, beverage, and meat processing  Crop science  Animal genetics  Agricultural food
Agtech (broad)  Artificial Intelligence  Agri-finance + other support services

Big Players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Primary Products and Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATB</td>
<td>Financial services (operates in Alberta only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AltaGenetics</td>
<td>Genetic and reproductive solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCO</td>
<td>Integrated energy, housing, transportation and infrastructure solutions. Customers includes agribusiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASF</td>
<td>Chemicals, plastics, performance products and crop protection products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayer</td>
<td>Chemicals, plastics, performance chemicals, catalysts, coatings, crop technology, crude oil and natural gas exploration and production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonduelle</td>
<td>Food processing services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byblos Bakeries</td>
<td>Pita bread bakeries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calgary Co-op</td>
<td>Retail in food, petroleum, home health care, pharmacy and cannabis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Name</td>
<td>Primary Products and Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargill</td>
<td>Agricultural services, crop and livestock, food, health and pharmaceutical, industrial &amp; financial risk management, raw materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavendish Farms / Cavendish Agri Services</td>
<td>Food processing services, agribusiness services and solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervus Equipment</td>
<td>Agriculture, transportation and industrial equipment dealerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corteva</td>
<td>Agricultural chemical and seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costco</td>
<td>Retail and wholesale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisive Farming (Telus)</td>
<td>Precision agronomics, crop marketing, and information management services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Deere</td>
<td>Agriculture and Farming Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers Business Network</td>
<td>Farmer information, analytics, data storage and security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers Edge</td>
<td>Digital farming solutions, precision farming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm Credit Canada</td>
<td>Specialized and personalized financial services to farming operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS</td>
<td>Food processing (e.g. beef, chicken and pork)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Weston</td>
<td>Food processing (frozen french fries and other frozen potato products)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantic Sugar</td>
<td>Cane sugar refining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lethbridge Research and Development Centre</td>
<td>Innovative research, development, technology and knowledge transfer activities in agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCain Foods</td>
<td>Frozen potato products manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNP</td>
<td>Chartered accountancy and business advisory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuFarm</td>
<td>Innovative crop protection solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrien</td>
<td>Fertilizer producer: potash, nitrogen and phosphate products for agricultural, industrial and feed customers. (In addition, Nutrien Ag Solutions offers ag solutions and services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Dutch</td>
<td>Potato chips / snacks manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish &amp; Heimbecker</td>
<td>Flour milling, feed milling, grain marketing, transportation and logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PepsiCo</td>
<td>Food, snack, and beverage manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC</td>
<td>Retail banking, corporate banking, investment banking, mortgage loans, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Primary Products and Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red Hat Coop</td>
<td>Fresh produce distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson</td>
<td>Agriculture and food processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain Equipment</td>
<td>Agriculture and construction equipment dealerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobeys/Safeway</td>
<td>Food/grocery retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPUD.CA</td>
<td>Online grocery shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stantec</td>
<td>Architecture design, engineering, and environmental services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunterra Markets</td>
<td>Fresh food market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superstore/Loblaws</td>
<td>Supermarket / food retail chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syngenta</td>
<td>Agrochemicals and seeds producer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telus</td>
<td>Telecommunications products and services including internet access, voice, entertainment, healthcare, video, and IPTV television.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger fertilizer</td>
<td>Producer of sulphur bentonite, micronutrient-enhanced sulphur and other crop performance products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Farmers of Alberta</td>
<td>Alberta farmers co-operatives that offer farm and ranch supply, and a variety of services to agribusinesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterra</td>
<td>Grains, oilseeds and pulses handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMC</td>
<td>Agricultural chemical manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimble Agriculture</td>
<td>Precision solutions and modern agricultural management solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Small Players**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small companies</th>
<th>Primary products and services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AdFarm</td>
<td>Digital Marketing, communications, social media, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AeroFodder Supply Company</td>
<td>Aeroponic livestock feed production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgCall</td>
<td>Project management, data services and digital marketing services with an agriculture focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgCapita</td>
<td>Farmland portfolios and investment services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altagenetics</td>
<td>Genomics and customized genetic plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attobotics</td>
<td>3D robotic goods-to-person storage, retrieval and real-time order fulfillment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small companies</td>
<td>Primary products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botaneco</td>
<td>Natural ingredient, food, feed, and personal care manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceres Solutions</td>
<td>Mushrooms and livestock feed producer with environmentally friendly solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORE Ag</td>
<td>Western Canadian crop inputs retail network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CropBoss</td>
<td>Comprehensive farm management solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepWater Farms</td>
<td>Fresh produce and fish producer using aquaponics technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeVry Greenhouses</td>
<td>Plant producing and bedding plan solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarthRenew</td>
<td>Innovative organic fertilizer production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterra Feed Corporation</td>
<td>Sustainable insect production for animal feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Fungi</td>
<td>Hemp based vertical mushroom farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedlot Management Services</td>
<td>Data-enabled customized Animal Health and Production Consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Fields</td>
<td>Enabling technologies and growth media for the production of cellular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Prairie International</td>
<td>Wholesale supplier of quality forage products (corn, long-fiber timothy and alfalfa hay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrowSafe Systems</td>
<td>Livestock decision support solutions and systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highwood Crossing Foods</td>
<td>Producer and processor of organic granola, cereals, specialty flour, baking mixes, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Crop Inputs</td>
<td>Crop nutrition, crop protection, agronomy, sustainability, and other ag services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock Water Recycling</td>
<td>Manure/water treatment technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minhas Breweries</td>
<td>Breweries and distillery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPI Advanced Grain Management</td>
<td>Technology based grain temperature monitoring and moisture monitoring solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision Analytics</td>
<td>Data intelligence and food supply chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahr Malt</td>
<td>Producer and distributor malt and related supplies for breweries, distilleries, and allied industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Fox Farms</td>
<td>Craft mushrooms producer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain Shrimp Farm</td>
<td>Production and sales of live and fresh shrimp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routeique</td>
<td>Cloud-based, end-to-end order and delivery management solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland Farms</td>
<td>Diversified organic crops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small companies</td>
<td>Primary products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skymatics</td>
<td>Data analytics company transforming images to information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whipcord</td>
<td>Data services, cloud computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food-x</td>
<td>Scaleable end-to-end eGrocery software platform (based in BC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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